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Abstract 

Terahertz (THz) waves lie between microwave and infrared radiation. The rapid 

growth in the past decades has attracted people’s attention on THz spectroscopy and 

imaging with many potential applications. THz devices with high efficiency and reliable 

properties are of great demand to support their development. Introducing and 

implementing algorithms into THz system for optimization and application is a good way 

to improve the  power of THz techniques. In this thesis, we will present research 

explorations and results  relevant to THz devices fabrication and algorithm application in 

THz imaging and spectroscopy. 

In chapter 3, a programmable THz spatial phase shifter based on a grating electrode-

controlled LC was fabricated and tested. The results show good spatially varying phase 

shift capabilities of the designed LC device. Two applications of the beam steering and 

adjustable focal length have been demonstrated, which have great potential in THz 

imaging and spectroscopy. Devices operating in broadband with high accuracy and 

efficiency are of great demand.  In chapter 4, we propose a liquid crystal (LC) based 

modulator showing great modulation capabilities. Fixing the incident angle at 27.7 0, 

99.6% modulation depth is realized at the range from 0.2 to 1.6THz. While fixing the 

incident angle at 30 degree, the modulator could transfer the 450 linear input to circular 

polarization at the broad range from 0.4 to 1.8THz with the phase dispersion less than 8 

degree at switch on state. At switch off state, the modulator outputs 200 linear polarized 

light.  We successfully fabricated and measured the device. The broadband, high efficiency 

and accuracy measurement results show excellent properties of our device and great 

potential for THz modulation applications. 

Chapter 5 introduces an adaptive sampling method into THz time-domain 

spectroscopy. A genetic algorithm (GA) is adopted to  optimize the sampling points 
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distribution. From the experimental measurements, our method is at least 2 times faster 

than traditional approaches with high accuracy and no extra hardware cost. 

In chapter 6, we combine machine learning methods and THz techniques together 

to realize high classification accuracy which have large potentials to apply in the security 

check situation or object detection. We collect glucose and lactose THz spectra under 

different measurement conditions. Deep neural network(DNN) and support vector 

machine(SVM) and are implemented and well tuned to achieve high classification 

accuracy at 99% and 89%, respectively. 

There has been a large interest in applying deep learning(DL) methods for THz 

imaging analysis and enhancement.  DL  methods have the ability to extract the features 

from large datasets for further analysis and processing. In chapter 7,  DL methods applied 

in our study show the potentials to incredibly  improve the image quality for THz single-

pixel imaging. It has been observed that images reconstructed from the single-pixel 

detector contains blurring artifacts and noise. To remove these artifacts and recover high-

quality images, which can further improve the single pixel imaging speed, a symmetric 

deep convolutional neural network(SDCNN)  is explored and built which learns an end-

to-end mapping between the ground truth and under-sampled THz images.  To the best 

of our knowledge, this is the first time to build a THz image dataset which contains 38950 

THz images as the training data and 6180 images as the test data and design a SDCNN 

to enhance the THz image quality recovered from single-pixel imaging.  The promising 

experimental results show that our proposed SDCNN combined with continuous mode 

sampling in single-pixel imaging would largely improve the sampling speed with high 

image quality. This work can provide guidelines for future application of DL to THz 

techniques in this regard. 
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摘要 

太赫兹（THz）波位于微波和红外之间。过去几十年的快速增长吸引了人们对太赫兹

光谱学和成像技术的关注，并具有许多潜在的应用前景。设计具有高效率和可靠性能的太赫兹

器件是促进太赫兹技术发展的关键。在太赫兹系统中引入优化算法是提升现有太赫兹技术的另

一角度。在本文中，我们将介绍太赫兹器件制造和算法应用在太赫兹成像和光谱学中的研究探

索和结果。 

在空间上调制太赫兹光束一直具有挑战性。在第三章中，我们提出了一种可以实现空

间相位延迟的太赫兹移相器。该设备的主要材料是液晶（LC），通过施加空间分布的电压，

可以很好地控制 LC 的转向，并且可以调制透射的 THz 光束。我们制作了这样的器件并在透

射系统中测试了空间相位调制的效果。 

第 3 章中的工作仅介绍了相位调制，但是，在需要强度和偏振控制的情况下，必须同

时调制相位和强度。在第 4 章中，我们提出了具有出色调制能力的基于液晶（LC）的调制器。

将入射角固定为 27.7 0，可在 0.2 至 1.6THz 的范围内实现 99.6％的调制深度。在将入射角固

定为 30 度的同时，调制器可以在从 0.4 到 1.8THz 的宽范围内将 45 度线极化转换为圆极化，

且相位分散小于 8 度。’关闭’ 状态下，调制器会输出 20 度线性偏振光。我们成功地制造并测

量了该器件。超大带宽，高效和高精度的测量结果显示了我们设备的出色性能，并显示了太赫

兹调制应用的广阔潜力。 

第 5章将自适应采样方法引入THz时域光谱。采用遗传算法（GA）优化采样点分布。

从实验测量结果来看，我们的方法至少比传统方法快 2 倍，而且精度高，而且没有额外的硬件

成本。 
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在第六章中，我们将机器学习方法和太赫兹技术结合在一起，实现了很高的分类精度，

在安全检查情况或目标检测中具有很大的潜力。我们在不同的测量条件下收集葡萄糖和乳糖太

赫兹光谱。支持向量机（SVM）和深度神经网络的实现和优化使其分别达到了 99％和 89％的

高分类精度。 

将深度学习方法用于 THz 成像分析和增强，引起了人们的极大兴趣。 深度学习方法具

有从大型数据集中提取特征以进行进一步分析和处理的能力。在第 7 章中，我们使用的深度学

习方法来提高 THz 单像素成像的图像质量。已经观察到，从单像素检测器重建的图像包含模

糊的伪像和噪声。为了消除这些伪影并恢复高质量图像，从而进一步提高单个像素的成像速度，

我们搭建训练了一个对称的深度卷积神经网络（SDCNN），该网络学习了理想情况与非理想

情况之间的端到端映射。据我们所知，这是第一次构建包含 38950 THz 图像作为训练数据和

6180 图像作为测试数据的 THz 图像数据集，并且第一次尝试设计对称卷积网络用于单像素成

像中 THz 图像质量的提升。实验结果表明，我们提出的 SDCNN 与连续模式采样相结合在单

像素成像中将大大提高采样速度，并具有较高的图像质量。这项工作可以为将来在将深度学习

技术应用于 THz 技术提供指导。 
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1 Introduction to THz radiation 

1.1 Terahertz waves 

The term ‘Terahertz waves’ points to  electromagnetic waves which lie between 

100GHz and 10THz[1], with corresponding wavelengths from 3mm to 30 µm. As shown in 

Figure 1-1, it is located in between microwaves and infrared frequencies, so it can also be 

regarded as the extensions of either of them. There are great difficulties in the generation 

and detection, giving rise to  a ‘THz gap’ in technology,  which is now  gradually being 

filled up due to the development of the THz technologies for THz generation, detection 

and application[2]. The properties of the THz wave can be concluded from three 

perspectives: One. Comparing to microwaves, it has more bandwidth and higher 

transmission speeds[3][4]. As the bandwidth and transmission speed are proportional to 

the carrying wave frequency, THz waves are getting more and more attention in order to 

fulfill the future wireless communication needs[5]. The higher frequency band will lead 

to smaller devices, saving the fabrication cost at the same time contributing to 

convenience and portability of communication devices in the future digital technology. 

Two, THz waves have low photon energy, making the radiation safe to humans and other 

creatures, meaning the realization of non-destructive and non-invasive detection possible.  

With their sub-millimeter resolution, they have the potential to be applied in the security 

checks[6]. Three, THz waves are sensitive to water, which has large applications in 

biomedical area. Combined with its non-destructive property, many diagnosis and 

detection methods will be revolutionized, initial explorations like skin and breast cancer 

diagnosis have shown the superiorities[7]. The advantages and superiorities of THz waves 

in turn motivate the progress of the technology.  In the following, we will introduce the 

most common THz generation sources and detectors. 
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Figure 1-1 Terahertz wave location in the electromagnetic wave spectrum (Source: 
https://www.antpedia.com/) 

 

1.2 Generation sources  

The THz sources can be roughly separated into two categories according to the 

generated THz bandwidth: narrowband and broadband.  Different sources are guided by 

different principles, with the effort of the THz researchers, more and more sources have 

been invented and developed to meet the requirements of many potential downstream 

applications. 

1.2.1 Narrowband sources 

Photo-mixing systems contain two lasers which have the same properties except 

the frequencies ( 𝜔1, 𝜔2). The working principle of generating THz waves is that the two 

lasers overlap with each other onto some semiconductors, thus the difference frequency 

occurs at THz range (𝑤𝑇𝐻𝑧 = |𝜔1 − 𝜔2|). The outputted THz wave frequency  can be 

accurately manipulated by changing one of the laser frequencies[8]. As can be imaged, 

frequency modulation (FM) can be easily achieved via coding the frequency of the lasers[3]. 

As two frequency adjustable and stable lasers are needed, this method has higher costs.  

Travelling wave tubes (TWT), Backward wave oscillators (BWO), Gyrotrons and 

Free-electron lasers (FEL) can be attributed to Vacuum electronic devices (VED) due to 

their working mechanisms. The common setup of these devices is to create a vacuum for 

free-electrons and then control their mobility. The essence of these methods is to convert 

the kinetic energy of the electrons into radiation. The differences are the controlled 
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methods  influencing generated radiation properties. Overall, VEDs are usually bulky as 

the vacuum environment is essential and the electrons oscillation movement should be 

comparable to the generated wavelength which is millimeter or sub-millimeter for THz 

waves[9]. However, the power of the generated radiation is usually high as the waste and 

loss are very small in a vacuum environment.  The following will introduce the BWO in 

details as it is relatively widely used and evaluated in the current.    

 BWO implements an electronic gun generating electrons in a vacuum tube, the 

electrons are accelerated by a DC voltage in the tube then they interacted with the 

periodic back-wave structures which are metal gratings in practice. The interaction cause 

the electrons  accelerate and deaccelerate thus transfer part of their kinetic energy into 

radiation[10]. The output radiation frequency is related to the initial speed which can be 

manipulated by the DC voltage, making it a good single frequency adjustable source[11]. 

Another advantage of BWO is its higher output power compared with the pulsed THz 

generated by photo conductive antenna (PCA, introduced later)[12], Further the output 

power is inversely proportional to the frequency, which can be adjusted from 50mw at 

0.3THz to around 5mw at 1THz[13]. The advantages will benefit the applications which 

need powerful light sources like THz real time imaging[14].  However, the drawbacks are 

that it is bulky and heavy, high power consumption and the requirement of a cooling 

system limit its further development, however, the progress in microfabrication 

technology brings the confidence to address the mentioned problems[15]. 

 Free electron lasers (FEL) does not utilize stimulated emissions, it implements 

relativistic electrons instead as gain medium. With the electrons passing through a 

magnetic structure which is called wiggler, as shown in Figure 1-2, the periodically 

charged magnetic field urge the electrons to oscillate sinusoidally as they propagate. Part 

of the energy is converted from the oscillation of the electrons to the energy of 

monochromatic photons emission. The emission is amplified when it re-interacts with the 
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electrons which causes the electrons to begin emitting coherently, hence leading to an 

exponential improvement in the total emission intensity. The output radiation from a FEL 

is influenced by the period of the magnet structure, the strength of the magnetic field and 

the strength of the electron beam energy. The adjustable output frequency is broadband, 

ranging from microwaves to visible light even x ray. High power output up to kilowatts 

can be  achieved, as reported in [16]. However, the FEL suffers the demerits of being bulky 

and expensive.  

 

Figure 1-2 The diagram of the magnetic structure in a FEL, From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository 

 A frequency multiplier is another type of single frequency THz source utilizing a 

non-linear electronic circuit. The most widely used frequency multiplier is the GaAs based 

Schottky diode which works well in microwave generation and approaches the lower THz 

frequency range. For example, reference [17] reported a frequency tripler that outputs 

frequencies from 0.54THz to 0.64THz  with  power from 0.9 to 1.8mw. 

 Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCL) generate single frequency THz waves by the 

inter-sub-band transitions in a periodic quantum well stacks in the semiconductor. As 

shown in Figure 1-3, the principle is that electrons enter a quantum well and then drop 

to the next one with a lower sub-band, thus the transition is converted to radiation. The 

difference in energy level is set by the period of quantum well, thus it can be in the THz 

band. Voltage is applied on the quantum well stacks, so the same electrons can continue 
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dropping into lower conduction band levels repeatedly. This process differs fundamentally 

from that in diode lasers, where photon emissions are generated by the electrons and holes 

combination in the junction layer. In a QCL, only electrons carry current and they pass 

through the stack of quantum wells unidirectionally, cascading different sub-band 

transitions and emitting a stream of photons.  The first QCL for generating THz waves 

was reported in 2001[18], emitting only  a few mW  at a very low temperature (tens of 

degrees in Kelvin). Rapid development since then has improved the operating 

temperature and output power[11]. Innovative work continues to be published pushing 

the temperature up above 200k, close to thermoelectric range. Furthermore, with the size 

of QCLs becoming smaller, it offers a more compact and convenient THz source.    

 

Figure 1-3 Ddiagram of a QCL, source: https://www.laserfocusworld.com/ 

1.2.2 Broadband sources 

 Two typical methods for generating broadband THz radiation can be concluded as 

photoconduction and rectification, which both require a femto-second (fs) laser as the 

pump laser.  
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 Photoconductive antenna (PCA) can be traced back to 1975, which was first 

proposed by Auston[19]. The basic point is to utilize the high carrier mobility and short 

lifetime property of some semiconductors, for instance GaAs (Gallium Arsenide), InGaAs 

(Indium Gallium Arsenide) and low-temperature growth (LTG) GaAs. The practical 

demonstration was in 1989, [20] reported a THz wave with pico-second (ps) duration 

containing frequency components up to 1 THz. The basic structure of the PCA is 

illustrated in Figure 1-4(a) and the generation process as shown in Figure 1-4(b). The fs 

laser beam is focused on the gap between the metallic antennas, which is one of the 

semiconductors mentioned above, thus the electrons in the semiconductor are stimulated 

from valence band to conduction band, then electrons are driven by the electric field 

applied by the two contacts, thus finally the movement of the electrons generates a 

photocurrent which radiates part of its energy as electromagnetic waves. The emitted 

radiation is proportional to the time derivative of the current [21], thus with a 

femtosecond pulse the emitted radiation has many THz frequency components. A 

hemispherical silicon lens is placed on top of the PCA to out-couple the radiation and 

improve efficiency. The output intensity of the THz wave is proportional to the intensity 

of the fs laser and applied electric field, and the bandwidth is restricted by the carrier 

lifetime and the duration of the fs pulsed laser. 
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Figure 1-4 (a) The top view of the PCA. (b) How the PCA works as a THz emitter. From: 
https://images.app.goo.gl/fCVohfTDRpbkesxi6 

 Optical rectification utilizes a fs-laser to photo-pump a non-linear material like 

ZnTe crystal to induce 2nd order vibrations of the bound electrons, which has the time-

dependent variation related to the pumping E-field and the crystal structures[22]. Thus 

the THz emission occurs because the crystal structure and properties force part of the fs-

laser energy to be transferred into lower THz frequencies. Thus the time-width of the THz 

pulse is theoretically restricted by the duration of the pumped fs-laser, which in practice 

is difficult to achieve because of the crystal phonon modes absorb THz radiation.  

Compared to generation using a  PCA , optical rectification can reach up to much higher 

frequencies, namely from the THz region to mid- infrared[23].  However, it requires a high 

power pumping source running at low repetition in order to induce 2nd order non-linear 

effects. This limits the acquisition rates and is expensive. 

 Air-plasma induced by an intense laser is another type of broad-band THz source 

proposed and developed in recent years. The principle is that an intense and amplified 

800 nm fs laser is focused onto the beta-barium borate (β-BBO) crystal to generate 

emission of the fundamental (800nm) and the 2nd harmonic (400nm)[24]. The two beams 

are then focused down to form an intense E-field (1014 W/cm2) which is over the 

breakdown threshold making the air inside ionize and form air-plasma. Directional and 

coherent THz waves are generated by the 3rd order non-linear process which can be 

explained by the four-wave-mixing (FWM) theory[25],[24]. Typically THz signals from air-

plasma have the most broad bandwidth with tens of THz to over 100 THz,  good signal-

noise-ratio (SNR) reaching to 80dB, and high output power[26]. Plus the bandwidth can 

be further improved by using shorter fs-laser pulses.  These properties denote it as a 

perfect approach for the THz spectroscopy with bandwidth over 100THz[26]. However, 

the requirements of intense fs laser and rigorous optical aliment make it bulky and 

expensive. 
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1.3 THz detectors 

The generated THz waves from different sources vary a lot in terms of the 

frequency bandwidth and power. Corresponding detectors have been developed for 

sensing and recording the THz signals. The detectors can be easily divided into coherent 

and incoherent detectors. A Coherent detector can record the intensity and phase 

information at the same time while the incoherent detector can only measure the intensity. 

1.3.1 Incoherent detectors 

Golay cells and bolometers are based on thermal measurement approaches. The 

principle is that THz radiation induces a temperature change in these two devices which 

then is converted to other measurable quantities.  

The components in a Golay cell are mainly one infrared absorber at the beginning 

of a gas filled chamber and a light reflection membrane at the end, as illustrated in  Figure 

1-5.  The incident THz beam is absorbed by the absorber, transferring the energy into 

heat, which would cause the expansion of the gas and thus the deformation of the 

membrane is detected by the optical read-out system. The detection of Golay cells is 

broadband and sensitive, as it is based on a thermal measurement approaches, only the 

intensity information of the THz beam can be detected with a slow response speed which 

limits its applications. 
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Figure 1-5 Diagram of the Golay cells. From Wikipedia.org. 

Bolometers follow similar principles to Golay cells.  They absorb the energy of the 

incident beam, causing a variation of temperature, thus influencing the conductivity of a 

semiconductor inside the device, which can be used for evaluating the intensity of the 

incident beam. The semiconductors typically used are highly doped Si or Ge, as their 

conductivities are sensitive to change in temperature[27].  The operation speed of the 

bolometer is often restricted, because of the absorption and heat transfer process. Another 

disadvantage is that the bolometer usually works at cryogenic temperatures to obtain the 

high sensitivity. However this has been gradually improved, with [28] reporting a 

graphene based bolometer which can work at room temperature. 

1.3.2 Coherent detectors 

 Heterodyne detectors utilize a frequency down-conversion technique to measure 

infrared and visible light at the beginning as these beams have too high frequency 

oscillations to directly measure their electric field. The key component of heterodyne 

detector is the local oscillator (LO) which generates a THz beam with very close frequency 

(GHz level) to the detected signal.  The narrow band THz beam from the LO combines 

with the detected signal focused onto the frequency mixer, then the mixer produces a 
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signal with a frequency equaling to the frequency difference of the two beams, then after 

filtering and amplification, this signal is analyzed by the radio frequency electronics (RF). 

For lower frequency band detection, a Schottky diode is widely used as the frequency 

mixer. In [29], there are reports of several alternatives such as superlattices, 

semiconductor and superconducting hot electron bolometers (HEB)s and Superconductor-

insulator-superconductor (SIS) tunnel junctions. The selection of a proper LO in the 

heterodyne detector could be difficult as it needs to have a frequency close to the detected 

signal with high power. Semiconductor diodes are usually used as low frequency band 

sources, whereas gas lasers and QCLs are applied more as the high frequency sources[30]. 

Heterodyne detectors have broad working bandwidth, good sensitivity and high spectral 

resolution, making them an important tool in THz spectroscopy and astronomy[31].  

The most widely implemented coherent detector is the photo-conductive antenna 

(PCA) which usually comes paired  with a PCA emitter.[20]. This is because they share 

the same fs-laser which acts as the pump laser for both devices.  The components and 

materials of the PCA detector are the same as for the emitter. The difference is that there 

is no applied voltage on the detector, instead we measure the current produced across the 

device. The principle is that the pump laser photo-excites the semiconductor causing 

excitation of the electrons from valence band to conductive band. Then the THz E-field 

will act as a DC biasing field across the antennas affecting the photocurrent. The 

amplitude of the THz beam is proportional to the measured photocurrent.  By changing 

the pump laser’s relative optical distance between the emitter and the detector, i.e. change 

the arrivals times of the pump lasers on both devices, the whole time domain pulse can 

be mapped out. The carrier lifetime in the semiconductor needs to be much shorter than 

duration of the THz pulse, to obtain high SNR in PCA detector. The PCA based THz time-

domain spectroscopy is the most widely used system and is equipped in our lab, it will be 

discussed later. 
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Electro-optical sampling (EO) is another coherent detection method. The principle 

is similar to optical rectification as both utilize birefringence in an EO crystal. As shown 

in Figure 1-6, the incident THz beam can modulate the birefringence of an EO crystal. 

Thus the incident fs laser beam’s polarization is manipulated if the laser beam arrives 

with the THz beam simultaneously. As the fs laser has much shorter duration than the 

THz beam, the polarization state of the laser beam output from the EO crystal is 

determined by the amplitude of the THz beam at that moment. With the help of the 

compensator and beam splitter, the polarization state of the output beam will generate 

current in the balanced photodiodes and can be measured and recorded.  Sampling the 

whole THz pulse is realized by changing the relative optical distance between the THz 

beam and fs laser beam which is quite similar to the PCA detector.  The time resolution 

can be increased by using higher laser pulse[32], while as mentioned in the optical 

rectification emitter, the phonon modes absorb THz radiation and there can easily be a 

mismatch between the THz and visible beam speeds inside the crystal. 

 

Figure 1-6 The schematic diagram of the EO sampling. Source: http://cleanenergywiki.org/ 
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1.4 THz time-domain spectrometer 

Our lab is equipped with two PCA based THz time-domain spectrometers (TDS), 

one working in transmission geometry with the fs-laser beam propagating through free 

space and one in reflection geometry TDS with the fs pulses delivered by optical fibers. A 

typical THz-TDS contains a PCA emitter and detector pair, a fs laser for pumping and 

probing, an optical delay stage, a current transimpedance amplifier, a lock-in amplifier 

for the read-out, and lenses. As shown in Figure 1-7, a fs laser is split into two beams by 

the beam splitter, one heads to the emitter, the other reaches the detector, the delay stage 

is used to adjust the relative distance between the two beams. The THz pulse is emitted 

from the PCA emitter, then is focused onto the sample by the optical lens like concave 

mirrors. Then the THz pulse transmitted through the sample will be collected by a second 

concave mirror and focused onto the PCA detector. By changing the optical distance 

between the emitter and detector, the full THz pulse can be recorded.  The THz-TDS 

provides both amplitude and phase information, based on that, the refractive index and 

absorption coefficient of the sample can be calculated with the help of Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) onto the frequency domain. THz-TDS has become a very powerful tool 

for sample characterization and detection, relevant theoretical calculations will be 

introduced in chapter 2, and the experiments based on that will be shown in the later 

chapters.  
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Figure 1-7 The PCA based THz-TDS in transmission geometry. 

 

 

Figure 1-8 The photo of a THz-TDS equipped in our lab corresponding to the above diagram. 
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2 Theoretical calculations 

In this chapter, we mainly talk about the basic theories in our research and the 

calculations used for processing the experiment data. A THz beam in nature is an 

electromagnetic wave with a certain frequency, so it follows the basic laws of 

electromagnetic fields. The aim of using THz techniques to study samples is to explore the 

propagation and interaction of light in the sample and extract the sample’s parameters 

for application or further study.   Theory and characterization techniques are introduced 

in this chapter.  

2.1 Maxwell Equations 

  In the linear and isotropic homogeneous medium, the Maxwell equation can be 

expressed as: 

∇ × 𝐻 = 𝜎𝐸 + 𝜀
𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑡
    (2-1) 

 ∇ × 𝐸 = −𝜇
𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝑡
  (2-2)  

 𝛻 ∙ 𝐻 = 0  (2-3) 

∇ ∙ 𝐸 =
𝜌

𝜀
  (2-4)                                                 

Where the  ∇ ∙ means the calculation of divergence,  ∇ × means the calculation of curl, 𝐸 

represents the electric field and 𝐻  represents the magnetic field. 𝜎  is the conductive 

coefficient and 𝜌  is the charge density.  𝜀  and 𝜇  are the permittivity and magnetic 

permeability, respectively. For free-space propagation, there is no sources during the 

transmission, meaning the 𝜌=0, ∇ ∙ 𝐸 = 0 everywhere. The equations can be simplified as: 

∇ × 𝐻 = 𝜀
𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑡
     (2-5) 

∇ × 𝐸 = −𝜇
𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝑡
   (2-6) 

∇ ∙ 𝐻 = 0  (2-7) 

javascript:;
javascript:;
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∇ ∙ 𝐸 = 0   (2-8) 

The wave equation of the electromagnetic field can be derived from these versions 

of Maxwell equations, and it reveals the law of time-varying electromagnetic field, that is 

the volatility. The deduction is as follows. 

2.2 Wave equation 

Applying ∇ × on equation (2-6) on both sides, we have: 

∇ × (∇ × 𝐸) = −𝜇
𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(∇ × 𝐻)    (2-9) 

Combined with equation(2-5), then we can get:  

∇ × (∇ × 𝐸) + 𝜇𝜀
𝜕𝐸2

𝜕𝑡2 = 0      (2-10) 

By using the vector identity: ∇ × (∇ × 𝐸) = ∇(∇ ∙ 𝐸) − ∇2E for simplifying, we finally get 

the wave equation for electric field 𝐸 :         

∇2𝐸 − 𝜇𝜀
𝜕𝐸2

𝜕𝑡2 = 0      (2-11) 

In the cartesian coordinates system, the wave equation can be resolved into three scalar 

equations.  

∂2𝐸𝑥

∂2𝑥2 +
∂2𝐸𝑥

∂2𝑦2 +
∂2𝐸𝑥

∂2𝑧2 − 𝜇𝜀
∂2𝐸𝑥

∂2𝑡2 = 0                (2-12) 

∂2𝐸𝑦

∂2𝑥2 +
∂2𝐸𝑦

∂2𝑦2 +
∂2𝐸𝑦

∂2𝑧2 − 𝜇𝜀
∂2𝐸𝑦

∂2𝑡2 = 0                 (2-13) 

 
∂2𝐸𝑧

∂2𝑥2 +
∂2𝐸𝑧

∂2𝑦2 +
∂2𝐸𝑧

∂2𝑧2 − 𝜇𝜀
∂2𝐸𝑧

∂2𝑡2 = 0    (2-14) 

A solution to these equations is an electromagnetic wave propagating in a specific 

direction �̂� : 

𝑬(𝒓, 𝑡) = 𝑬𝟎 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝜔𝑡 − 𝒌 ⋅ 𝒓 + 𝜑)     (2-15) 
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Where the 𝜔=2𝜋𝑓 is the angular frequency, 𝒌 =
𝜔�̂�

𝑐
=

2𝜋�̂�

𝜆
 is the wave number showing the  

propagating direction �̂� , 𝜑 is the initial phase-angle, r is the position vector. 𝐸0 is the 

peak amplitude of the exponential function.    

In a homogeneous sample, the optical property can be represented as the complex 

refractive index, the real refractive index with absorption coefficient can also be an 

alternative. The complex refractive index can be expressed as:  

�̂� = 𝑛 − 𝑖𝜅  (2-16) 

The 𝑛 is the refractive index which is the real part of �̂�, and 𝜅 is the extinction 

coefficient being the imaginary part of �̂�. From Maxwell’s equations, the transmission 

speed of light can be expressed as: 

𝑣 =
1

√�̂�𝑟�̂�𝑟
=

1

√𝜀0 𝜇0           
×

1

√𝜀𝑟 𝜇𝑟           
=

𝑐

√𝜀𝑟 𝜇𝑟 
=

𝑐

�̂�
  (2-17) 

Thus the complex refractive index can be derived as: 

�̂� = √𝜀𝑟 𝜇𝑟  ≈ √𝜀𝑟    (2-18) 

Because in dielectric materials, 𝜇𝑟 ≈ 1. Based on these fundamental coefficients, other 

parameters can be calculated, like complex permittivity and complex optical conductivity.  

𝜀�̂� = �̂�2 = (𝑛2 − 𝜅2) − 𝑖(2𝑛𝜅)  (2-19) 

�̂� = 𝑖𝜔𝜀0(𝜀�̂� − 1) 

                                                                                        = 2𝑛𝜅𝜔𝜀0 − 𝑖𝜔𝜀0(1 − 𝑛2 + 𝜅2)                       (2-20) 

When an electromagnetic wave propagates in the material, it will experience 

power attenuation and phase delay, which can be determined by the   𝒌 ⋅ 𝒓 term in the 

equation. Replace  𝒌  with 𝒌 =
2𝜋�̂�

𝜆
  in equation (2-15), we can get: 

                                                         𝑬(𝒓, 𝑡) = 𝑬𝟎 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝜔𝑡 −
2𝜋�̂�

𝜆
𝑟 + 𝜑)                                          
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                                                      = 𝑬𝟎exp (−
2𝜋𝑘

𝜆
𝑟)exp (𝑖(𝜔𝑡 −

2𝜋𝑛

𝜆
𝑟 + 𝜑))                   

                                                         = 𝑬𝟎exp (−
𝛼

2
𝑟)exp (𝑖(𝜔𝑡 −

2𝜋𝑛

𝜆
𝑟 + 𝜑))                         (2-21) 

Where the absorption coefficient 𝛼 has been introduced, 𝛼 =
2𝜔𝜅

𝑐
 , indicating how the 

electromagnetic wave is attenuated with the propagation distance and frequency.  

Intuitively, if the wave propagates  
1

𝛼
 distance, the amplitude will decrease to 𝑒−0.5 or to 

say the intensity will reduce to 𝑒−1. The phase velocity of the wave is 𝑣 = 𝑐/𝑛, this means 

the transmission speed in the material will be always smaller than light speed in free 

space where 𝑣 = 𝑐 , 𝑛 = 1 , 𝜅 = 0 , thus causing the phase delay compared to the 

propagation in free-space. However, the phase delay and attenuation in the material 

provide a method to extract the optical parameters by comparing with the propagation in 

the free space as the reference and this is discussed in detail in chapter 2.5. 

2.3 Electromagnetic field condition. 

When the electromagnetic wave propagates through material, equations describing 

the material’s property must be specified.  For linear and isotropic material, they are: 

 

𝐷 = 𝜀𝐸  (2-22) 

𝐵 = 𝜇𝐻                                                                                              (2-23)  

𝐽 = 𝜎𝐸                                           (2-24) 

Which have been embodied in Maxwell equations in chapter 2.1. Whenever there is a 

transition from one medium to another, the electromagnetic fields  𝐸,𝐷, 𝐵, 𝐻 must satisfy 

the following boundary conditions: 
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Figure 2-1 The illustration of electromagnetic vectors at the boundary. 

 

 𝑒𝑛 × (𝐻1 − 𝐻2) = 𝐽  (2-25) 

𝑒𝑛 ∙ (𝐵1 − 𝐵2) = 0  (2-26) 

𝑒𝑛 ∙ (𝐷1 − 𝐷2) = 𝜌   (2-27) 

𝑒𝑛 × (𝐸1 − 𝐸2) = 0    (2-28) 

𝑒𝑛  is the unit vector normal to the interface. Equation (2-25) implies that when the 

magnetic field intensity crosses the interface, if current exists there, the tangential 

component is not continuous. While E is continuous in the tangential direction which can 

be seen from equation (2-28). Equation (2-27) indicates that the electric displacement D 

is not continuous in the normal direction and it depends on the density of the free charge. 

Magnetic flux intensity is continuous in the normal direction as the equation (2-26) shows.  

Further, the 𝐸, 𝐷, 𝐵, 𝐻 have close relationship with each other as follows:  

 

𝐵 = 𝜇0𝜇𝑟𝐻  (2-29) 

𝐷 = 𝜀0𝜀𝑟𝐸 (2-30) 

𝐵 =
�̂�

𝑐
𝐸  (2-31) 

𝜇0 , 𝜇𝑟  are the vacuum permeability and relative permeability for the medium, 

respectively.  𝜀0, 𝜀𝑟 are the vacuum permittivity and relative permittivity for the medium, 
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respectively. Equation (2-31) shows that the ratio between the magnetic flux intensity 

and electric field is proportional to the complex refractive index of the medium.  Equations 

from (2-25) to (2-31) combined describe how the electromagnetic wave interacts at the 

interface from one medium to another medium. Following from these, Snell’s law and 

Fresnel’s coefficients are based on these equations to give a detailed relation of the optical 

parameters, which is introduced below.    

Snell’s law. 

Snell’s law is also known as the law of refraction and describes the relationship 

between the angles of the incident beam, the beam transmitted in a second medium (also 

called refraction beam) and the reflected beam. As shown in Fig 2.2, according to Snell’s 

law, the relation of the angles are: 

                                                                       𝜃1 = 𝜃3 (2-32) 

𝑛1𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 = 𝑛2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2    (2-33) 
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Figure 2-2The illustration of Snell's law 

The equations are concise, equation 𝜃1 = 𝜃3 (2-32) means the reflective angle is 

equal to the incident angle. Equation (2-33) indicates the transmitted angle depends on 

the ratio of the refractive index of the two mediums at the interface and the incident angle.  

2.4 Fresnel coefficients. 

When light travels from one medium with a refractive index of 𝑛1 to another with a 

refractive index of 𝑛2 , the light will be reflected and refracted simultaneously at the 

interface. The Fresnel equation describes how the different components of a light wave 

are refracted and reflected, and describes the phase transition when the wave is reflected. 

The equations are established under the following conditions: the interface is a smooth 

plane, the incident light is a plane wave and the marginal effect can be ignored. The 

equation is divided into two parts, depending on the polarization state of the incident light.  
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The illustration of p and s polarization is shown in Figure 2-3.  Basically, s polarized 

light is perpendicular to the incident plane while p polarized light is in the incident plane 

and perpendicular to the propagation direction. 

 

Figure 2-3 The illustration of p and s polarization 

For p polarized light: 

  𝑟𝑝 =
𝑛1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2−𝑛2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1

𝑛1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2+𝑛2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1
                                                    (2-34) 

   𝑡𝑝 =
2𝑛1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1

𝑛2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1+𝑛1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2
      (2-35) 

For s polarized light: 

  𝑟𝑠 =
𝑛1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1−𝑛2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2

𝑛1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1+𝑛2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2
     (2-36) 

𝑡𝑠 =
2𝑛1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1

𝑛1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1+𝑛2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2
   (2-37) 

where the rp  ,  tp  represent the p polarized reflection coefficient and transmission 

coefficient, respectively.  rs ,  ts  represent the s polarized reflection coefficient and 

transmission coefficient, respectively. Other signs are shown in Figure 2-2. The Fresnel 

equations provide quantitative methods for calculating the light transmission and 

reflection when light encounters a flat interface.     
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2.5 Sample characterization 

In a THz-TDS system, THz pulses will be transmitted through or reflected by the 

sample and be collected by a detector. To characterize the optical properties of the sample, 

a reference measurement is needed by replacing the sample with another object (usually 

air) whose optical parameters are known.  From the different geometry setup, the ratio 

containing the unknown optical parameters we want to extract can be expressed by the 

corresponding equations for that set up.  

2.5.1 Transmission geometry 

The transmission geometry is widely used in THz-TDS for sample characterization 

as it is easy to implement, has good accuracy and reference measurement is easily 

obtained. The solution is available when the thickness of the sample is large enough to be 

able to separate multiple reflections, in this case, we can only take the first transmitted 

pulse into consideration. Further, as the THz-TDS can provide both amplitude and phase 

information, the sample’s refractive index and absorption coefficient can be obtained by 

the phase delay and amplitude decay. As shown in 𝑅 =
𝐸𝑠𝑎𝑚

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓
= 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑒

−𝑖(𝐤𝑠−k𝑎)𝑑      (2-38), the 

transmitted sample and reference signals coming into the detector are represented by 

𝐸𝑠𝑎𝑚  and 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓 , respectively. 𝑡𝑎𝑠  and 𝑡𝑠𝑎  are the transmission coefficients from air to 

sample and from sample to air, respectively. The thickness d of the sample is measured 

before the experiment and thus is a known parameter.  After reading out the sample 

signal and reference signal, their ratio R can be calculated: 

                                                         𝑅 =
𝐸𝑠𝑎𝑚

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓
= 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑒

−𝑖(𝐤𝑠−k𝑎)𝑑      (2-38) 

As introduced in equation(2-15), 𝐤  is the wave number, equals to 
𝜔�̂�

𝑐
,  by 

substituting 𝐤 with  
𝜔�̂�

𝑐
, �̂� = 𝑛 − 𝑖𝜅, 𝛼 =

2𝜔𝜅

𝑐
, the ratio R can be written as: 

                                                     𝑅 = 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑒
−𝑖

𝜔

𝑐
(𝑛𝑠−𝑛𝑎)𝑑𝑒−

𝛼𝑠
2

𝑑       (2-39) 
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Figure 2-4 The diagram of sample and reference signals in transmission geometry. 

From equation (2-39), the ratio R is a complex number, whose amplitude is decided 

by the sample’s absorption coefficient and the phase depends on the sample’s refractive 

index.  

𝜑𝑅 = −
𝜔

𝑐
(𝑛𝑠 − 𝑛𝑎)𝑑                                                 (2-40) 

 |𝑅| = 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑒
−

𝛼𝑠
2

𝑑                                                       (2-41) 

𝑡𝑎𝑠, 𝑡𝑠𝑎  can be calculated by equation (2-35) or (2-37). The refractive index of air is 1. 

Therefore, the characterization of the sample can be represented. 

                                                        

𝑛𝑠 = 1 −
𝑐

𝜔𝑑
𝜑𝑅                                                             (2-42) 

 𝛼𝑠 ≈ −
2

𝑑
𝑙𝑛 (

|𝑅|

4𝑛𝑠/(𝑛𝑠+1)2
)                                                  (2-43) 
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2.5.2 Reflection geometry 

Reflection geometry is achieved by putting the sample in the optical path, then the 

THz beam is incident at a specific angle and the reflected beam is collected by the detector. 

The measurement of the reference signal follows the same rule by replacing the sample 

with a metal mirror.  This setup has a major drawback that is it is very hard to eliminate 

the misplacement of the metal mirror and sample completely, which would cause the 

inaccuracy of the phase delay and causes errors in the calculation of the optical 

parameters which are based on that. In our lab, a window(quartz) based reflection 

geometry is proposed and implemented. As shown in Figure 2-4, it solves the phase 

misalignment problem as the reference signal is taken by removing the sample from the 

window.  

 

Figure 2-5 The diagram of the window-based reflection geometry 

In Figure 2-5, the reflection by the lower air-quartz plane is called Ebaseline, Esample 

and Eref are the signals reflected by the quartz-sample interface and quartz-air interface, 

respectively. The corresponding real photo is shown in Figure 2-6. The detectors will 

receive both the coupling of the baseline and sample or reference signals. However, the 

baseline transmits in the free-space which will be influenced by the water vapor, causing 

oscillations of the pulse. This causes systematic artifacts and noises added onto the 

reference and sampling signals. Thus removing the impact of the baseline is a key to 
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improve the measurement accuracy. In our lab, the baseline is acquired by putting 

another quartz window with enough large thickness on top of the current window with 

close contact to eliminate the upper reflection. Then the error-free Esample and Eref  can be 

acquired by using the detected signal and subtracting the baseline.  Therefore, the ratio 

R between Esample and Eref can be expressed as:         

𝑅 =
𝐸𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓
=

𝑟𝑞𝑠

𝑟𝑞𝑎
                                                                  (2-44) 

Where 𝑟𝑞𝑠 and 𝑟𝑞𝑎 are the reflection coefficients which can be calculated by the Fresnel 

equation introduced in chapter 2.5, for s-polarized THz beam, the ratio can be calculated 

as: 

                                                       𝑅 =
𝑟𝑞𝑠

𝑟𝑞𝑎
=

(�̂�𝑄 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑄−�̂�𝑆 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑆)(�̂�𝑄 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑄+�̂�𝐴 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝐴)

(�̂�𝑄 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑄+�̂�𝑆 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑆)(�̂�𝑄 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑄−�̂�𝐴 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝐴)
                                                (2-45)   

Where  �̂�𝑄 is the refractive index of quartz, which is 2.12-0i[33],  �̂�𝑎  is the refractive index 

of air which is 1. The only unknown parameter is �̂�𝑠, which can be solved: 

                                                               �̂�𝑠 = √�̂�2 + �̂�𝑄
2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃𝑄                                                                                  (2-46)                        

             �̂� =
(1+�̂�)�̂�𝐴�̂�𝑄 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝐴 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑄+(1−�̂�)�̂�𝑄

2 𝑐𝑜𝑠2 𝜃𝑄

(1+�̂�)�̂�𝑄 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑄+(1−�̂�)�̂�𝐴 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝐴
                                                 (2-47) 

Combined with equation (2-46) and (2-47) the refractive index and the extinction ratio can 

be obtained.   

The reflection system is usually used for sample characterization and in vivo 

imaging in our lab.  As shown in Figure 2-6, it is performing the 2D imaging for the skin.  

The imaging technique here is raster scanning which is recognized as the mainstream 

technique in current commercial THz-TDS imaging systems whereby the emitter-detector 

pair are raster scanned with an imaging speed of 20-30 pixels per second because of the 

mechanical movement. This slow imaging speed is unacceptable in terms of the practical 
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applications such as imaging a patient’s skin in the hospital. In chapter 6，we will 

introduce single- pixel imaging technique combined with deep learning method for fast 

speed THz imaging. 

 

Figure 2-6 The photo of THz-TDS in our lab set in reflection geometry. 
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3 Liquid crystal based THz devices fabrication and 

applications. 

We present an electrically programmable terahertz (THz) spatial phase shifter (SPS) 

based on liquid crystal (LC) in this chapter. The SPS structure consists of metal grating 

electrodes on fused silica, LC layer and the bottom silicon substrate. 36 electrodes are 

used to apply different voltages to achieve the desired tilt angle distribution of nematic 

LC molecules. The performance of this device provides actively controllable one-

dimensional spatial phase modulation capabilities, which has many potential applications. 

One application example, a one-dimensional adaptive THz lens, was implemented. The 

measurement results show good focusing capacity and adjustable focal length. Moreover, 

by integrating two SPSs with perpendicular metal grating electrodes, different two-

dimensional spatial phase shift examples for THz beam steering, focusing and multi-

focusing have also been demonstrated. The proposed programmable THz SPS presents 

key advances in realizing LC based THz spatial phase modulation and in the 

corresponding various applications. 

3.1 Introduction. 

Effective terahertz (THz) phase shift or modulation is important to achieve high-

performance THz beam steering, splitting and focusing devices; these are key components 

in THz systems for sensing and imaging applications[34]. Furthermore, to realize THz 

wireless communication with high gain and large bandwidth, THz beam forming 

techniques exploiting phase arrays are important, in which the phase shifter or modulator 

is the key component[35]. Therefore, further developments of THz phase shifters or 

modulators with improved efficiency, multifunction, easy fabrication and operation are 

highly desired. 
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Metasurface and liquid crystal (LC) devices are usually two promising approaches 

to achieve THz phase modulation [36]. Metasurface is planar subwavelength arrays with 

strong light-matter interaction effect[37]. Gradient metasurface design can implement 

spatially varying phase modulation for beam steering or focusing application with high 

switching speed[38]. However, the metasurface structure is usually difficult to fabricate 

and normally introduces high insertion loss[39]. Furthermore, most metasurface based 

two-dimensional phase shifters are passive and the corresponding THz steering or 

forming function cannot be adjusted during operation[40], which largely limits the 

applications.  

The birefringence is an optical property of some crystals whose refractive index is 

decided by the incident light’s polarization and the propagation. As illustrated in Figure 

3-1. when the unpolarized incident light propagates through the birefringent crystal, 

there will be two refracted beams due to the different refractive index on the polarizations. 

The one obeying Snell’s law is called ordinary(o)-ray, while the other one is known as 

extraordinary(e)-ray. LC materials have a relatively small absorption and large 

birefringence in the THz range[41], which enables the LC material to be used in low 

insertion loss THz devices[42]. However, the present LC designs for THz phase shifter 

normally do not include spatial modulation, i.e. they are a single-pixel modulator [43]. LC 

devices are widely used in the visible spectrum, but the commonly used indium tin oxide 

(ITO) electrodes have strong absorption in the THz range[44], which means that a new 

electrodes design is necessary.  
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Figure 3-1 The illustration of the birefringence. Source: 
https://www.science20.com/mei/blog/birefringence_and_polarized_light 

In this chapter, we present a novel LC based tunable THz spatial phase shifter 

(SPS) to realize active spatially varying phase modulation. Metal gratings are used to 

avoid strong absorption of the ITO electrodes used in the previous studies. Different 

electrodes can be applied different voltages to achieve the desired refractive index 

distribution. Firstly, two spatial phase modulation examples (linear and quadratic 

distribution) were implemented. The corresponding one-dimensional THz beam focusing 

capacity was also demonstrated. Moreover, by integrating two SPSs with perpendicular 

metal grating electrodes, different two-dimensional spatial phase shift examples were 

investigated. 

This work is an important extension for our conference abstract[45], in which only 

the preliminary experimental results were demonstrated. More content of the device 

design and fabrication, experimental procedures, and the two-dimensional phase 

modulation results are contained in this chapter.  

3.2 Fabrication process. 

A schematic diagram of the proposed THz SPS based on LC material is shown in 

Figure 3-2. To realize the 2D modulation effect, we propose to use two LC cells (with metal 

grating electrodes perpendicular to each other) and a 45° polarization plate in the middle. 

At present, to test the feasibility of this design, we have fabricated one LC cell and 
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measured the one-dimensional phase modulation and focusing capacity. The 

demonstration of one LC cell is shown in  Figure 3-4. For the fabricated LC cell, the 

electrode design incorporates a 60/30-um period/width grating (100-nm Au with 20-nm Ni 

on bottom) on 1-mm- thick fused silica. Five periodic gratings make up a unit electrode 

(300µm) where the voltage is the same, the gratings and electrodes pattern has been 

photoetched and vacuum evaporated with gold as shown in the Figure 3-3, the active area 

for the device consists of 36 unit electrodes (1.08cm). A 200-µm-thick M016 is chosen as 

the LC layer and a 500-µm-thick silicon wafer is used as bottom substrate. The LC is 

initially aligned horizontally by use of a PI layer. As shown in (b), the initial direction of 

the LC molecules is perpendicular to the gratings. A specially designed voltage-controller 

with 36 different outputs is connected to the 36 electrode units of the LC cell. 

 

Figure 3-2 Schematic diagram of proposed THz spatial phase shifter. 
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Figure 3-3 The pattern etched on the silica. 

 

 

Figure 3-4 Schematic diagram of proposed THz spatial phase shifter (a). The axial view shows the basic design 
of the electrode on the fused silica (b). 

The type of the LC we choose is M016(RDP-94990). As it has low absorption at 

both extraordinary and ordinary orientations and a relatively large birefringence. To 

fabricate the LC cell, a solution of SD1 which is a kind of alignment layer in 

dimethylformamide with a concentration of 1% is firstly spin-coated on the fused silica 

substrate. Then the spin-coated SD1 solution will be photo aligned under linearly 

polarized UV light, through which the LC layer can be initialed to a specific direction. In 

our setup, the initial direction of the LC molecules is perpendicular to the gratings. Next, 

two spacers with a thickness of 200um will adhere to both sides of the substrate. Then the 

silicon substrate is flipped over on the top and part of the edges sealed by epoxy glue, after 
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injecting LC into the gap, the whole edges will be sealed firmly. To measure the LC 

properties, a LC cell with two bare quartz substrates has also been fabricated using the 

same fabrication methodology. Figure 3-5 shows the measurement results. In the THz 

frequency band, 𝑛0 fluctuates from 1.55 to 1.57 while 𝑛𝑒  is around 1.73. The absorption 

coefficient can also be calculated and is shown in Figure 3-5(b). It shows both the 

absorption coefficients are under 22 per centimeter across the THz frequency band which 

is rather small for the THz beam transmission. There is nearly no influence on the 𝑛0  and 

𝑛𝑒  when we apply electric field which is parallel to the initial LC molecules showing all 

the LC molecules are in good alignment. The LC properties of our measurement coincide 

well with measurements by other groups. 

As mentioned before, each THz SPS has 36 electrodes therefore 36 different 

voltages should be outputted independently and applied on those electrodes effectively. 

To achieve that, we designed an adaptively manual voltage controller. Multiple rheostats 

with a resistance band from 10Ω to 2MΩ were soldered onto a circuit board in parallel 

connection. Each rheostat has three output lines, two of them are connected to the voltage 

source and another one is connected to one of the electrodes outputting adjustable voltage 

by manually adjusting the rotary showing great convenience and effectiveness.   By 

properly choosing the voltage source, the voltage controller can output 36 different 

voltages in a large band from 0v up to the voltage outputted by the voltage source, which 

provides good capacity to adjust the LC molecules orientations. 
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Figure 3-5 The optical parameters of the LC used in our work. The refractive index and absorption coefficients 
are measured and calculated in transmission geometry. 

3.3 Experiments and results on one-dimensional SPS measurement.  

The first experiment was done using our THz-TDS in transmission setup, as 

introduced in chapter 2.5.1. The phase change can be calculated by equation  (3-1) , where 

n  is the refractive index difference between two states(|𝑛𝑜 − 𝑛𝑒|), d is the LC thickness, 

and   is the wavelength. The measurement results and the corresponding applied voltage 

for one LC cell are shown in Figure 3-6. The LC cell is fixed onto a 2D translation stage 

with a step size of 0.3mm and measured in the transmission THz-time domain 

spectroscopy.  In each measurement, we apply the same voltages on all the electrodes and 

record the THz time domain pulse. After applying a series of voltages on the LC cell from 

0v to 10v with an interval of 2v, we can clearly see the pulse shifted in Figure 3-6. From 

the left one, we can intuitively see that the higher the voltages we apply, the larger 

distance the pulse would move forward. This trend is quantitatively reflected in the right 

figure, and implies that movement will become saturated at just under 10 V, showing its 

low energy consumption and operation safety. The experiments agree well with the 

theoretical calculations.   

𝛥𝜑 =
2𝜋⋅𝛥𝑛⋅𝑑

𝜆
   (3-1) 
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Figure 3-6 Applying the same voltages on all the electrodes, the reflected pulse shift is shown in the left and 
the corresponding quantitative relations are shown in the right. 

To measure the one-dimensional phase shifter effect, firstly we apply different 

voltage distributions on the electrodes of the LC cell to make the phase change in the x-

dimension. Here, we present two phase modulation examples. One is the linear and the 

other is quadratic distribution of phase change. After we complete the measurement at 

one point, the translation stage will move to the next point along the x dimension at a 

step size of 0.3mm. In Figure 3-7 we show the relation of the distribution of the applied 

voltage and phase change along the x dimension. When the distribution of the voltage is 

nearly linear, as shown in (a), the phase change distribution at the corresponding position 

is also nearly linear. So is the voltage distribution in parabolic curve. The distribution of 

the phase change and applied voltages fit well with each other, indicating that by 

adjusting the applied voltages on the LC cell, we can realize different phase change 

distributions along one dimension. 

It should be noted that the inserted devices would introduce losses coming from the 

device’s reflections, absorptions and the metal electrode loss. The theoretical estimation 

of the insertion loss can be defined as: 
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                                                𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝐸𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝐸𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒
                                                                         (3-2 )  

Where the 𝐸𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒  stands for amplitude of electric field before inserting the device 

and the 𝐸𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 stands for the amplitude of electric field after inserting the device. From 

our measurement, the 𝐸𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒  and 𝐸𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟  are 33 and 17, respectively. The calculated 

insertion loss is around -5.8dB.   

 

 

Figure 3-7 Phase change at 2 THz recorded for one line vertical to the gratings of one LC cell and the 
corresponding voltage distribution applied onto the different electrodes for (a) linear and (b) quadratic 

distribution. 

To measure the phase modulation effect, the measurement is performed on another 

THz system. The diagram is shown in Figure 3-8. To verify the focusing capacity of the 

LC cell, we measured the beam profile transmitted through the LC cell. A continuous THz 

source (a CO2 laser pumped at 2.53THz) and a Golay cell (Microtech SN: 220712-D) 

mounted in a 2-dimensional translation stage were used in this experiment. A step size 

of 0.6 mm is used for this 2D scan. The lens is fixed along the beam path between the THz 

source and detector.  To fully demonstrate the feasibility of this design, Figure 3-9 (a) and 

(b) show the results from a two-dimensional scan of the whole SPS when the linear and 

quadratic voltage distribution were applied respectively. The two LC cells achieved 2D 

spatial phase shifts, thereby demonstrating the actively tunable capacity of the THz SPS.  
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Figure 3-8  The diagram of strong power THz source setup in transmission geometry for the phase modulation 
effect measurement 

 

Figure 3-9 Phase shift at 2 THz recorded for the two LC cells when applying the (a) linear and (b) quadratic 
voltage distributions onto the electrodes. 

The voltage distribution for quadratic phase modulation was used for the LC lens 

application. The two-dimensional beam profile scanning results before and after applying 

voltages at a detecting distance of 27.5cm from the LC cell are shown in Figure 3-10. The 

two figures are firstly subtracted by the value which are measured beyond the aperture 

range to eliminate the diffraction effect and background noise. Then both figures are 
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normalized based on their maximum respectively. The results demonstrate that the 

transmitted THz beam is well focused in one dimension based on the proposed LC device

 

Figure 3-10 Two-dimensional beam profile scan results at a distance of 27.5 cm from the LC cell. (a)  
Normalized intensity distribution without applying voltages. (b) Normalized intensity distribution after 

applying voltages. 

Figure 3-11 shows the normalized intensity distribution along the horizontal 

middle line of the 2D beam profile at detecting distance from 20 cm to 35 cm with 2.5 cm 

interval. The transmitted THz beam first narrows as the detecting distance changes from 

20 cm to 27.5 cm and then it expands as the detector is moved from 27.5 cm to 35 cm. The 

corresponding 3dB beam width along the horizontal middle line of the 2D beam profile is 

shown in Figure 3-12. It demonstrates that the width at 3dB decrease of the maximum 

amplitude has the minimum value at 27.5 cm, which is considered as the practical focal 

length. The theoretical calculation of the focal distance is shown in equation (3-3),which 

has been verified in [46]. Where f stands for the focal distance, r is the radius of the LC 

cell, 𝑑𝐿𝐶  is the thickness of the LC cell,  𝑛𝐿𝐶,𝑚𝑎𝑥  means the associated LC’s maximum 

refractive index,  𝑛𝐿𝐶,𝑟  denotes the LC refractive index at the periphery based on the 

radius of r. With the practical parameters in our setup, the theoretical value of the focal 
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distance is 31.25cm. The focal length can be further adjusted when applying different 

voltages onto the electrodes.  

𝑓 =
𝑟2

2𝑑𝐿𝐶(𝑛𝐿𝐶,𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑛𝐿𝐶,𝑟)
    (3-3) 

 

Figure 3-11 Normalized intensity distribution along the horizontal middle line of the 2D beam profile at 
detecting distance from 20 cm to 35 cm with 2.5 cm interval. 
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Figure 3-12 3dB beam width along the horizontal middle line of the 2D beam profile at detecting distance from 
20 cm to 35 cm with 2.5 cm interval. 

3.4 Conclusions and future work.  

In this study, we have fabricated and tested the programmable THz spatial phase 

shifter based on a grating electrode-controlled LC. The results show the good spatially 

varying phase shift capacity of the designed LC device. Thicker LC layer or vertical shifter 

array will be further applied to increase the phase modulation depth in the future. The 

structure to improve the recovery speed will be added into the design in the next step of 

this work [47]. The proposed design is promising for the fabrication of adaptive low-cost 

THz phase modulation components, which has great potential in THz imaging 

applications. 
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4 Broadband THz electric field modulator based on 

liquid crystal. 

The work in chapter3 only introduces the modulation for phase, however, it is 

essential to modulate the phase and intensity at the same time in the cases where require 

strength and polarization control. Such devices operating in broadband with high 

accuracy and efficiency is of great demand.  In this chapter, we propose the liquid crystal 

(LC) based modulator showing the great modulation ability. Fixing the incident angle at 

27.7 0, 99.6% modulation depth is realized at the range from 0.2 to 1.6THz. While fixing 

the incident angle at 30 degree, the modulator could transfer the 450 linear input to 

circular polarization at the broad range from 0.4 to 1.8THz with the phase dispersion less 

than 8 degree at switch on state. At switch off state, the modulator outputs a 200 linear 

light. The insertion loss was only due to the 3 dB transmission loss from entering and 

leaving the prism, and the 2 dB loss from the near critical reflection. The reflection loss is 

mainly from the small absorption of the LC that attenuates the THz light. 

 We successfully fabricated and measured the device. The broadband, high efficiency 

and accuracy measurement results show excellent properties of our device and suggest it 

has great potential for THz modulation applications. 

4.1 Introduction.  

THz waves can be recognized as electromagnetic fields which can be depicted as a 

vector in complex form including amplitude and phase. This has been fully illustrated in 

Chapter 2.  Modulating these two properties provides the ability to accurately control the 

intensity and polarization state, which is necessary for broader applications.  For instance, 

applications in the THz field, non-linear optics[48], single-pixel imaging[49] and 

communications[4] need precise intensity control or modulation of the THz beams. 

Furthermore, polarization manipulation is fundamental for chiral spectroscopy[50][51], 

ellipsometry[52] and high-speed communications[53]. The intensity modulation is 
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relatively simple and has been achieved by many mechanisms from many aspects. 

Fabricated metamaterials enhancing the light-interaction during the transmission or 

reflection is the most popular way to realize intensity modulation[54][55]. Although it 

provides high modulation speed, the main and common drawbacks of the metamaterials 

are the high insertion loss and narrow bandwidth. Vanadium dioxide has been widely 

reported for its phase transitions[56][57].  Vanadium dioxide can be employed to achieve 

high modulation depths but as the material itself is highly sensitive to the 

temperature[58], the stability cannot be assured. Further, modulating the intensity and 

phase simultaneously is more challenging. Metamaterials are the first choice to realize 

narrow band polarization control[59]. Metallic gratings based devices were also designed 

for quarter waver or half waver transitions[60][61]. However, there is a tradeoff between 

the bandwidth and the modulation accuracy, which means extending the bandwidth will 

sacrifice the phase and intensity modulation accuracy of these devices. 

Using the birefringence of LC to realize phase control is a mature technique in the 

optical regime. In chapter 3, we also introduced LC into the THz range and fabricated a 

THz spatial phase shifter.  As discussed in Chapter 3, the biggest challenge of utilizing 

the LC in the THz range is the increasing the thickness of the LC cell to a wavelength 

comparable level to provide sufficient phase delay. A typical LC with 0.15 birefringence 

in the THz range requires a 500 um thickness to provide 900   delay above 1THz, with such 

a large thickness, the self-recovery  time can be a couple of minutes[36]. Larger phase 

delays need a thicker LC, hence resulting in even slower modulation speed. Magnetic 

fields[62] can be applied to accelerate the recovery but devices equipped with magnetic 

control are usually bulky and inconvenient. Two main approaches to mitigate this 

restriction are separating the LC cells into multilayers or looking for LCs with higher 

birefringence[63][41][64].  However, they both have very limited improvements. To the 

best of our knowledge, the biggest birefringence for an LC in the  THz range is 0.33[64], 
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and the maximum number of layers be applied is only 2[63]. Recently [65] introduced a 

metamaterial that can realize polarization control with a few micrometers of LC. However, 

its operation band is narrow and determined by the dimension. Another difficulty for 

incorporating LCs into THz devices is the lack of transparent electrodes. ITO is widely 

applied as transparent electrodes in the optical regime[66] but it has high absorption and 

reflection in the THz range. Metallic gratings can be a candidate for performing as the 

electrodes but they only allow specific polarizations of beams to propagate through[67][68]. 

In summary, LC devices have a narrow bandwidth in the THz range due to the 

wavelength dependent phase shift property and slow modulation speed compared to the 

optical LC devices. These limitations have made it hitherto impossible to apply in 

practical THz devices. 

In this chapter, we propose a LC based sandwich structure combined with a 300  

silicon (Si) prism to perform as the THz  modulator which precisely manipulates the 

amplitude and phase simultaneously.  Two silicon wafers are put on the top and at the 

bottom of the sandwich structure to perform as the dense material which has much larger 

refractive index compared to the LC we used. Further, the semiconducting property of the 

Si provides us a perfect transparent electrode where we can apply voltages.  We also 

design a circuit to apply vertical and parallel electric fields on the LC to accelerate the 

switching speed. Fixing the incident angle at 27.7 0, 99.6% modulation depth is realized 

over the range from 0.2 to 1.6 THz. While fixing the incident angle at 30 degree, the 

modulator could transfer the 450 linear input to circular polarization at the broad range 

from 0.4 to 1.8THz with the phase dispersion less than 80 at ‘switch on’ state. At ‘switch 

off ‘state, the modulator outputs a 200 linear light. The precise control towards amplitude 

and phase, the broadband operation and the small dispersion and insertion loss show 

great potential in THz modulation applications. 
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4.2 Principles and the Design 

The Si used in our device has a refractive index of 3.42 in THz range[69], while the 

refractive index of the LC we used is from 1.55 to 1.75.  This refractive index difference 

facilitates high sensitivity in terms of the incident angle, especially for p-polarized light. 

This can be indicated from the calculation of Brewster angle(𝜃𝐵 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑛2/𝑛1)) and 

critical angel(𝜃𝑐 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑛2/𝑛1)). 𝑛2 and 𝑛1 are the two mediums at the incident plane.  

The function arctan(x) and arcsin(x) give similar values when the x is close to zero. Hence 

when 𝑛1 is much larger than 𝑛2 to give a much smaller value as the input of the function, 

the Brewster angle would be much closer to the critical angle, which implies very drastic 

change for the reflection amplitude (from 0 to 1), with a very large phase change realized 

by a little adjustment of the incident angle.  Adjusting the incident angle is often not 

feasible in practical use, but the same effect can be achieved by changing the refractive 

index of the LC (which is 𝑛2 ) instead.  By manipulating the refractive index of the LC, 

the incident beam can be switched from Brewster angle to critical angle at a specific 

incident angle with sharp change on the reflection, implying the possibility on modulating 

the phase and amplitude.  
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Figure 4-1 (a) The configuration of the proposed device. (b) Cross-section view of the device. 

As shown in Figure 4-1(a), two silicon wafers are on the top and at the bottom of 

the sandwich structure with the LC in between. On the top of the silicon wafer, there is a 

300 Si prism to allow large incident angle for the LC-Si interface. The whole structure is 

equipped with a liquid cooling system at the bottom to lower the temperature while the 

device is operating. Thermal paste is used to separate the copper heat sink and the silicon 

wafer. The cross-section view of the sandwich structure is demonstrated in Figure 4-1(b), 

both Si wafers are 2-inch thick and p-doped with a resistivity at 3000Ω•cm. Two 

aluminum (Al) strips are pattered on both Si wafers to perform as the electrodes where 

we apply voltages to control the LC molecules direction. The Al strips on the Si wafer are 

along the x dimension and a gap of 1.5cm is left on the wafer. The test of the voltage- 

current curve shows great ohmic contact of the electrodes and the Si, as shown in Figure 

4-2. SD1 as introduced in Chapter 3 is applied on both sides of the Si wafer to align the 

LC molecules initially.  A 500 um spacer in between separates the two silicon wafers and 

provides the space for the LC cell. After the LC is filled in, the device is sealed. The left 

electrode on the upper wafer and the right electrode at the bottom wafer are connected to 

the ground (GND) and a positive voltage (+U), respectively. While the other electrodes 
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would apply voltages between GND and +U by a switch. This configuration provides 

convenient control of the direction of the LC molecules and thus the refractive index, 

which has been fully demonstrated in Figure 4-3. From Figure 4-3,  we can see that when 

the state is off, the voltage applied on the electrodes generates an electric field along the 

z direction as the resistance of the LC is much larger than the Si. When the device is 

switched to ‘ON’, the +U voltages are applied on both sides of the Si wafer, generating an 

electric field along the y direction and forcing the LC molecules towards the y direction, 

which is the same direction as the SD1 layer aligns the LC at the beginning.  This setup 

employing an electric field would largely decrease the recovery time of the LC, thus 

improving the modulation speed.  This sandwich structure based on silicon electrodes is 

the first-device to realize control on two vertical directions without any limitations on the 

output polarization. The properties of the LC are characterized and shown in Figure 4-4. 

In THz frequency band, 𝑛0 fluctuates from 1.55 to 1.57 while 𝑛𝑒  is around 1.73. The 

absorption coefficient can also be calculated and is shown in Figure 4-4(b). It shows both 

the absorption coefficients are under 22 cm-1 in the THz frequency band which is rather 

small for the THz beam transmission. There is nearly no influence on the 𝑛0  and 𝑛𝑒  when 

we apply an electric field which is parallel to the initial LC molecules showing all the LC 

molecules are in good alignment. The LC properties of our measurement coincide well 

with measurements from other groups[70]. 
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Figure 4-2 Voltage-current curves of the Si wafer used in the device. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-3 The two states of the device realized by the switching the voltages applied on the electrodes. 
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Figure 4-4 The optical parameters of the LC used in our work. The refractive index and absorption coefficients 
are measured and calculated in transmission geometry. 

4.3 Intensity modulation 

The reflectivity of the p-polarized THz beam at the interface of the LC (molecular 

direction towards y direction or z direction) and Si is calculated according to the theory 

introduced in [71][72] and shown in Figure 4-5(a). The refractive index used for the 

calculation is 1.74 for 𝑛𝑒  and 1.54 for 𝑛𝑜 . As discussed of the principles above, the 

Brewster angle and critical angle are very close with a gap close to 40.  Zero reflection can 

be realized with the LC molecules towards the z direction and the incident angle set at 

27.7o. When the LC direction is switched from the z direction to the y direction, the 

incident angle is changed from the Brewster angle to the critical angle and near total 

reflection of 0.78 can be achieved. This effect implies that high intensity modulation depth 

can be realized. The experiments for the testing were performed using our THz-TDS in 

reflection geometry, which has been fully introduced in Chapter 2. The incident angle to 

the prism in free space is 220, after being refracted by the prism, the incident angle at the 

Si-LC interface could be 27.70. The system was adjusted for measuring the p-polarization.  

We firstly load 120 V as +U on the electrode, and collect the p-polarized reflection under 

‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ state. The time- domain signal is shown in Figure 4-5(b). The ‘OFF’ state 

returns zero reflection indicating the LC molecules are all aligned to the z direction 

reaching the Brewster angle. While the ‘On’ state outputs near total-reflection indicating 
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the LC molecules are all turned to y direction reaching the critical angle. The magnitude 

ratio in frequency domain as well as the modulation depth calculated by 100% ×

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑂𝐹𝐹

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑂𝑁
 are shown in Figure 4-5(c). As can be seen, an average high and stable 

modulation depth (99.6%) is achieved over a broadband from 0.2 to 1.6 THz. Here, the 

thickness of the LC is the main restriction for the lower frequency limit. As the refracted 

beam becomes an evanescent wave towards the z direction when the incident angle meets 

critical angle. The actual penetration depth is proportional to the wavelength. Here our 

496 um LC cell shows nearly no effect when the beam frequency is below 0.2 THz. The 

upper band is restricted to 1.6 THz because of the increase of the absorption of LC at 

higher frequencies as characterized in Figure 4-4(b).  To illustrate how the perpendicular 

electric field works on the modulation, we test the time response to ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ state 

under different voltages as shown in Figure 4-5(d). At the beginning, the LC was aligned 

to the y direction and returned a total reflection normalized to 1. After 10s, the voltage 

was applied and the device stayed at the ‘OFF’ state. The amplitudes of the signals 

immediately reached close to 0. At 20s, the device was switched to ‘ON’, the reflection 

increased gradually and finally back to the initial state. The 0v curve shows the self-

recovery process of the LC, this is the slowest one and the actual time is 15mins. The 

equations for theoretically calculating the self-recovery time and the switching time are 

given in equations 4-1 and 4-2 respectively [70]: 

                                                          𝜏𝑜𝑓𝑓 =
𝛾1𝑑2

𝑘𝑥
⁄ 𝜋2                                                                          (4-1) 

                                                                               𝜏𝑜𝑛 =
𝜏𝑜𝑓𝑓

|(
𝑣

𝑣𝑡ℎ
)
2

− 1|⁄
                                                                    (4-2) 

                                                                               𝑣𝑡ℎ = (
𝑘𝑥

𝜀0∆𝜀⁄ )
1

2⁄                                                                             (4-3) 
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Where 𝜏𝑜𝑓𝑓  stands for the self-recovery time, 𝜏𝑜𝑛  stands for the switch time. 𝛾1  is the 

rotational viscosity of the LC, 𝑑 is the thickness of the LC cell, 𝑘𝑥  is the appropriate 

expression for the elastic constant of the LC, ∆𝜀 is the dielectric anisotropy of the LC, v is 

the switching bias voltage applied on the cell. As can be seen from the equation, the self-

recovery time is proportional to the square of the LC thickness. By using the parameters 

previously reported in our group[70], the calculated 𝜏𝑜𝑓𝑓 for our 500 µm thickness LC cell 

is 14.1 mins. The discrepancy is likely due to the measurement of the thickness (just a 3% 

overestimation in the thickness of the cell can account for the observed difference). The 

switch speed is very fast, the calculated 𝜏𝑜𝑛 based on the previously measured parameters 

[70] is 2-3ms, this is consistent with our observation of the modulation appearing 

instantaneously as it is faster than our available time measurement resolution as shown 

in Figure 4 5(d). 

        As discussed in the introduction part, the low self-recovery speed is a common 

challenge for LC based THz devices. We address this challenge by applying voltages on 

the electrodes at ‘ON’ state to generate y direction electric field. When we apply 120v at 

‘ON’ state, it only takes 50s to back to 90% of the maximum which is 15 times faster than 

the self-recovery process. This implies the hope and direction for improving the LC based 

THz devices. The 120V voltage is restricted because of the highly increased temperature 

which could reduce the birefringence. Our test shows that below 120V, the change of 

temperature would not affect the performance of the device.  It should be noted that the 

device can not only work at the ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ states, but also realize continuous 

modulation with small z directional voltages applied as shown in Figure 4-5(e). The 

reflection can be adjusted from 0.1 to 1 under small voltages. This indicates that the 

proposed modulator can work under safe voltage.  
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Figure 4-5 a. Calculated reflection at the Si-LC interface versus the incident angle when the LC molecules were 
tuned  in y- and z-directions respectively. b. Measured time-domain signals when the device was respectively 
switched at OFF and ON states. c. The magnitude ratio and modulation depth between the OFF and ON states 

in frequency-domain. d. Time response of the reflected signals under different OFF and ON voltages. e. 
Reflection under small z-directional voltages 

4.4 Quarter wave conversion 

The sharp transition from the Brewster angle to critical angle also indicates large 

potential on phase manipulation. Controlling the intensity and phase at the same time 

implies the possibility for polarization conversion. The magnitude ratio and phase 

difference between s and p polarized beams under different incident angles are calculated 

and plotted in Figure 4-6(a) and (b), respectively. A special incident angle of 300 is found. 

Under this incident angle, the reflected p component is only 36% compared to the s 

component and the phase difference is 00 if the LC was aligned in z direction. Switching 

the LC to y direction, the magnitude ratio would reach to 1 with 900 phase difference. 

Hence, if we fix the incident angle at 300 and incident beam as 450 polarized, it is possible 

to realize the switch between one quarter-wave conversion and linear output.   

 The experiments were performed in the same THz-TDS. But the setup was 

changed to have 300 incident angle, 450 polarized incident light. The approach previously 

developed in our  group to precisely calibrate the polarizer extinction ratio and pulse shift 
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error was used for more accurate calculation[73]. The measured magnitude ratio and 

phase difference between p and s polarized light under ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ state are shown in 

Figure 4-6(c) and (d), respectively. The measurement results highly coincide with the 

theoretical calculations. For the ‘ON’ state, the phase difference is nearly 900 from 0.4 to 

1.8 THz with very little phase dispersion. The magnitude ratio was also around 1 

operating at the same broadband. Two intuitive polarization control illustrations are 

shown in Figure 4-6(e) and (f). The reflections were plotted at the frequency range from 

0.4 to 1.8 THz. A linear polarized output can be obtained under ‘OFF’ state as shown in 

(e). While the ‘ON’ state returns a nearly perfectly circular polarized light as shown in (f). 

The results combined demonstrate the precise control on both amplitude and phase 

simultaneously.  

 

Figure 4-6 Amplitude and phase modulation by the proposed device. (a). Magnitude ratio and (b). phase difference 

between the reflected p- and s-components when the LC was tuned in the y- and z-directions respectively. c. The measured 

magnitude ratio and d. phase difference between the p- and s-components in the frequency-domain when the device was 

at the OFF and ON states. The white regions show the operation bandwidth with a very small dispersion e. Polarization 

output from 0.4 THz to 1.8 THz at the the OFF and f. ON states. 
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4.5 Conclusions and future work. 

In this chapter, we demonstrated a LC based THz modulator with novel design 

structure. The principles of the device are fully explained and experiments verify the were 

performance. The experiment results show two functions, namely intensity modulation 

and quarter wave conversion, are realized by the proposed device which coincide well with 

the theoretical calculations. For intensity modulation, by fixing the incident angle at 27.7 

0, 99.6% modulation depth is realized over the range from 0.2 to 1.6 THz. Continuous 

intensity modulation is also achieved by applying z directional electric field using safe 

voltages.  Quarter waver conversion is achieved by fixing the incident angle at 30 0, then 

the device could transfer the 450 linear input to circular polarization over the range from 

0.4 to 1.8THz with the phase dispersion less than 8 0 at switch on state. At switch off state, 

the device outputs a 200 linear polarized light.   

Our proposed actively controlled THz device is a breakthrough compared to 

previously reported LC based THz devices. The Si wafer used can not only provide 

refractive index contrast but also perform as a perfect electrode to load voltages enabling 

the electric field in y and z direction.  This has superiority over the former ITO, graphene 

or metal grating electrodes. The ‘ON’ state decreases the self-recover time thus increase 

the modulation speed 15 times faster than the one without y-directional electric field.  

A few optimizations can be tried in the future work to further improve the 

performance of the device. In terms of the power consumption, this can be reduced by 

using higher resistivity silicon wafer or cutting down the size of the wafer. Further, the 

length of the gap between 2 electrodes can be decreased as long as it is larger than the 

spot size of the THz beam. By doing this, lower bias voltage can provide the same electric 

field strength.  These improvements would have no harm to the device properties.   
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5 Genetic algorithm based optimization for Terahertz 

time-domain adaptive sampling. 

5.1 Introduction to the THz sampling and genetic algorithm 

THz time-domain spectroscopy has become a powerful tool for sample 

characterization[74], medical diagnosis[75], investigating the molecular vibrations[76] 

and security check[77].  As introduced in Chapter 1, it utilizes a delay stage as a key 

component to change the relative optical distance between the probe laser and pump laser 

in the THz-TDS, the whole THz pulse can be recorded in the time domain by moving the 

delay stage. In a typical setup, two scanning methods: step scan and rapid scan are 

commonly used. The rapid scan oscillates the delay stage quickly and constantly at a 

specified scanning rate. The actual scanning time for one pulse depends on the mechanical 

setup, usually from sub milliseconds to several seconds. A short sampling time leads to a 

poorer SNR. To get a signal with higher SNR, the typical approach is to average the 

multiple measurements.  On the other hand, the step scan distributes the sampling points 

into the scanning range with equal interval. At each position, the delay stage pauses for 

a time slightly longer than the integration time to sample the signal, then moves to the 

next sampling point. The long integration time ensures the high SNR, but the sampling 

efficiency is sacrificed.  

 Several methods have been proposed in recent years to increase the sampling 

speed to contribute towards the broader and better application of THz-TDS. For instance, 

the asynchronous optical sampling(AOS) is a new sampling technique which needs no 

mechanical delay stages and avoids the tradeoff between the frequency resolution and 

time sampling range[78][79].  The disadvantages of this technique is that it requires two 

fs-lasers and stable mode-locked frequencies which would largely increase the total cost 

of the TDS. This would go against the original intention for popularizing the THz-TDS.  

Another new developing technique uses a rotary optical delay stage or circular involute 
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instead of the mechanical linear delay stage[80][81]. The newly presented version is called 

rotary linear optical delay lines (FRODL)[82]. The basic working principle is to transfer 

the linear distances into corresponding non-linear angles. The repetition rate can be 

improved to some extent but a complicated calibration is required and the blades in the 

setup needs to be polished to stay smooth[82]. These extra maintenance steps would 

increase the hidden time cost. He et al. [83] from our group introduces an adaptive 

sampling method without extra hardware cost. It utilizes the cluster feature of the THz 

pulse and redistributes the sampling points. The sampling speed is improved by reducing 

the sampling points. However, there are two restrictions remaining. Firstly, it only 

considers the amplitude and the first-order derivative of the amplitude for redistributing 

the sampling points which is not comprehensive enough for deciding the needed density. 

Secondly, it separates the sampling range into several sections, and in each section, the 

sampling points are still in a equal distribution. This is not sufficient for optimizing 

sampling points distribution in a global view.   

 The adaptive sampling problem in nature is a high-dimensional optimization 

problem aiming to find the best distribution of the sampling points, which can be properly 

resolved by a genetic algorithm (GA). The GA approach was first proposed by John 

Holland[84], inspired by the natural selection theory to seek the high-quality and 

acceptable solution to the global optimization problem. A GA is usually implemented as a 

computer simulation. For an optimization problem, a certain number of candidate 

solutions (called individuals) can be abstractly represented as chromosomes, allowing the 

population to evolve towards a better solution. Evolution begins with a population of 

completely random individuals, and then evolves from generation to generation. The 

fitness of the entire population is evaluated in each generation, and multiple individuals 

are selected from the current population (based on their fitness) to generate a new 

population through crossover and mutation, which becomes the new population in the 
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next iteration of the algorithm. The general termination conditions include: 1. Defined 

evolutionary time; 2. Computing consumption (like computing time, computing memory);  

3. An individual has satisfied the condition of the optimal solution, in other words, the 

optimal solution has been found; 4. Fitness score has saturated, and further evolution will 

not obviously generate better individuals; 5. Human intervention; and a combination of 

two or more of the above. As can be seen, GAs are suitable for solving problems with lots 

of parameters needing to be fixed, whilst traditional derivative based algorithms can 

hardly cope.  The setup of a GA ensures it will not get stuck in a local optimal solution, 

and can always have the ability to give the sub-optimal solutions. In our work, we utilize 

a GA as the core algorithm for sampling THz signals in THz-TDS adaptively without 

adding any hardware cost. The role of the GA in the implementation is: the GA quickly 

find the optimized distribution of the sampling points from a rapid scan THz signal. The 

total points were largely reduced compared with that typically needed in a traditional 

step scan method[85]. Next, the delay stage samples the THz signal based on the given 

distribution with a long integration time at each sampling points to ensure a high SNR. 

Samples of water and lactose were measured in two different geometry (transmission and 

reflection) respectively to evaluate the accuracy, efficiency and flexibility of the GA based 

sampling methods.  

5.2 Implementation of a genetic algorithm in THz-TDS 

5.2.1 The experiment setup of the measurement  

The fiber-based THz-TDS system employed in our study is Menlo K15 with a built-

in PI (type: LMS-80 PI) delay stage. The delay stage has a 39-nm step resolution with 

programmable speed and moving positions. We use the measurement results from the 

lactose pellets and water for demonstration and evaluation. The solid material lactose 

pellets were measured in the transmission setup while the water was measured in the 

reflection geometry. The schematic diagram of the reflection geometry for water 
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measurement is shown in Figure 5-1. The details of this setup and the processing methods 

have been introduced in Chapter 2.6.1. The incident beam is set at 30 degrees to the lower 

surface of the quartz window. Water is directly placed on the surface of the quartz window 

contained in a rubber ring.   

 

Figure 5-1The diagram of the water measurement setup 

 

5.2.2 The features of the THz time domain signal  

The coherent and broadband THz beam emitted from a PCA or an electrode-optic 

crystal generates ultra-short pulse width. This is the clustering feature that most of the 

information is concentrated within a short time period called the main pulse, while the 

other periods contain little useful information and weakly shake around zero. The 

collected pulse will be more complicated if THz light interacts with  samples like water, 

lactose or glucose, and metamaterials having strong absorption, resonance at some 

specific frequency bands, or sample-induced echoes, etc.[86][87][88]. These echoes are 

performed as weakening oscillations attached after the main pulse and gradually 

approach to near zero after a certain time period. Hence, in most of the cases, this THz 

signal feature an allows efficient sampling because only a short region containing most of 

the information. However, according to Fourier transform theory, the frequency 
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resolution is reversely proportional to the signal length in the time domain. For instance, 

a 25ps signal is able to provide a 40 GHz frequency resolution, however, the main pulse 

in a typical THz signal only lasts 3 to 4ps. In the traditional step scan setup, as the 

sampling is distributed equally with the same time intervals, most of the sampling points 

are located at the regions with little information and oscillations near zero. A more 

efficient way of sampling can be achieved intuitively by distributing the major proportion 

of sampling points at the main pulse region whilst giving a small proportion to sample 

the other pulse regions. The whole pulse with equal time step can be recovered by the 

interpolation. By this way, the total sampling points needed can be largely reduced thus 

the sampling speed can be improved. The optimized sampling points distribution is 

calculated based on the GA, which will be introduced in the following section.   

5.2.3 GA based optimization. 

The sampling process of the proposed method can be divided into 3 steps: 1. acquire 

a coarse signal pre-process; 2. GA based optimization to decide the best distribution of the 

sampling points; 3. Adaptively sample the signal again according to the given distribution  

with a long integration time.  

A signal 𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑑 was acquired by the traditional rapid scan method which usually 

takes less than 1 second. We firstly divide the signal from the rapid scan into multiple 

sections with equal length and decide the number of sampling points distributed to each 

section by their significance. The significance is used to evaluate the information capacity 

each section owns. It is calculated by combining amplitudes and its first and second 

derivatives of the sampling points included in the section with different weights. At each 

point 𝑝, the significance can be calculated as:  

                              𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑝 = |𝐸𝑝| + 𝑤1
|𝐸𝑝+1−𝐸𝑝|+|𝐸𝑝−𝐸𝑝−1|

Δ𝑡
+ 𝑤2

|(𝐸𝑝+1−𝐸𝑝)−(𝐸𝑝−𝐸𝑝−1)|

Δ𝑡2                           (5-1) 
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Let 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 stand for the sampling points included in the i-th section, the significance for 

the section i is the sum of significance at each points. In equation (5-1), the 𝐸𝑝 means the 

signal’s amplitude at point 𝑝, and 𝐸𝑝+1 , 𝐸𝑝−1  stand for its neighbor points ahead and 

behind 𝑝 respectively. 𝑤1 and 𝑤2 are weights used to adjust the proportion between the 

amplitude, the first derivative and the second derivative for calculating the significance. 

Δ𝑡 is the time interval between the corresponding neighboring points. As can be seen from 

the definition and calculation, the significance  includes three parts, the absolute value of 

the amplitude, the corresponding first and second derivative. The main-pulse region has 

high amplitudes contributing to the first term. Points with a large gradient would 

contribute to the first-order derivative. These points are also important as they convey 

where the signal is changing fast, representing a fair amount of the pulse information. 

Those points located at the turning positions would lead to a large value of the second 

derivative. These positions need to be well sampled because to some degree they 

determine the shape of the waveform and have deep influence on the final accuracy. By 

using these three parts, the main pulse and non-pulse regions can be well distinguished 

by calculating Sig values. The determination of the number of sampling points in each 

section is calculated by the proportion of the significance compared to the total 

significance, as shown in equation (5-2): 

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑖 = 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟(
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑖

∑ 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑝𝑝
∗ 𝑁)                                               (5-2) 

Where the 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑖  stands for the number of the sampling points in section 

𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 . 𝑁  is the defined number of total sampling points.  𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟  is the truncating 

operation and ensures the number of the sampling points would always be an integer. 

Figure 5-2 shows a THz signal acquired by rapid scan in the reflection geometry and the 

sampling point assignments determined by the above method. The number of sampling 
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points in each section well represent the importance of the corresponding regions in the 

signal.  

 

Figure 5-2 An 80ps THz pulse is shown by the rapid scan. The number of adaptive sampling points is set at 200, the sample 
region is divided into 20 sections, the histogram shows the calculated number in each section. 

For the second step, the GA would select the best optimized sampling points 

distribution based on the waveform acquired from step1. This is done by first initializing 

a population containing generated chromosomes (which actually are the solutions), 

population size is specified by 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑃𝑜𝑝. An objective function 𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑗 is defined for evaluating 

the performance of these chromosomes and ranking them accordingly. To evolve the 

population, we keep the top-half chromosomes in the population as parents and apply 

crossover which simulates the Chromosome hybridization process in biology regime to 

generate new chromosomes. The crossover is usually realized by randomly exchanging 

part of the genes which represent the sampling point positions of two chromosomes to 

generate new chromosomes maintaining parts of the profiles from its two parents. 

Another process called mutation will happen at a pre-defined rate in every iteration by 

randomly selecting some chromosomes and then changing some of the gene values to 

ensure the diversity of the solutions. The parent chromosomes and the new-born offspring 
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constitute the population for the next iteration. This process iterates until it meets the 

termination conditions. Here we set a specified maximum iteration number NumItp as 

the termination condition. The top chromosome in the last iteration is selected as the final 

solution which contains the optimized sampling point distribution. 

As shown in Figure 5-3, the GA starts with setting some pre-defined parameters of 

NumItp, NumPop, the mutation possibility MutPro, the number of final adaptive 

sampling points Adp.S Num and the minimum time interval MinInt. Because the delay 

stage has its minimum mechanical displacement, the intension for setting MinInt is to 

ensure the interval of the sampling points is larger than that. For example, a 8 THz 

bandwidth requires a sampling step smaller. The pre-defined parameters are shown in 

table I. The definition is followed by the initialization of the first population.  Each 

chromosome in the population is generated by randomly assigning points in the scanning 

range according to the pre-processing results. Therefore, each chromosome 𝐶𝑖 is a 

collection of sampling point positions standing for a possible way to sample the THz signal. 

The corresponding reconstructed THz signal were realized by interpolating the sampling 

positions to the already acquired rapid scan signal, represented by: 

 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠(𝐶𝑖)=interp(Ci, E(𝐶𝑖), 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑑, ‘spline’)                                              (5-3)  

Where 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠(𝐶𝑖means the reconstructed signal for chromosome 𝐶𝑖,  𝐸(𝐶𝑖) and 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑑 are 

the amplitudes of the rapid scan signal and the corresponding time positions. Interp 

denotes the interpolation operation and ’spline’ is the interpolation way. The objective 

function is named as ‘Fitness’ to evaluate each chromosome by calculating the difference 

between the rapid scan signal and the reconstructed signal. 

    𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝐶𝑖) = ∑ (𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠(𝐶𝑖) − 𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑑)
2

𝑡∈𝑇           (5-4) 
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Figure 5-3 The flow chart of the GA for searching the optimized solution 

All the chromosomes in the population ranked by their Fitness value accordingly from 

top to the bottom. The latter half is abandoned due to their poorer fitness. Only the top 

half can have access to the next iteration. This process imitates the natural selection 

where those individuals with a better adaption to the living conditions can survive while 

others who cannot adapt to the living conditions have large possibility to gradually go 

extinction. In this investigated problem, the higher Fitness values indicate larger 

probabilities to accurately sample the THz signal, thus they are kept to the next 

generation.  
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 Next, crossover operation would be performed among the left population so that they 

can generate new chromosomes based on already existed genes, as illustrated in Figure 

5-4. Every two parent chromosomes generate their offspring by exchanging part of their 

successive genes with each other. The selection of the regions on a chromosome to do the 

crossover is fully random. 

 

Figure 5-4  Schematic diagram of the crossover operation. Two parent chromosomes would exchange part of their 
successive genes with each other to generate new chromosomes as offspring into the population. The numbers represent 

the genes which are sampling positions. 

The crossover operation diversifies the population but it does not generate new genes 

in this process. To avoid the optimization quickly converging to a local minimum, another 

operation called mutation is applied to maintain the diversity of the searching procedure 

and avoid premature convergence. In the mutation operation, each chromosome has a 

dynamic probability to randomly change part of their genes, resulting in a random 

variation of the corresponding sampling positions. In this case, the GA begins with a 

probability MutPro of 10% to mutate the offspring chromosomes. Higher mutation 

probabilities of 25% and 50% will be enforced when the top fitness value does not increase 

after a certain amount of iterations. To protect the best solution, the chromosome with 
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fitness value ranked as number 1 in the last iteration will not be mutated. After that, half 

chromosomes remained from the last iteration, and the same amount of new-born 

chromosomes from crossover operation, with mutations applied, make up the new 

population to be evaluated and ranked in the next iteration. The above process iterates 

until it meets the maximum iteration number NumItp. When all the iterations are 

completed, the best solution was selected from the top ranked chromosome in the final 

iteration.  

With the best solution from GA obtained, post-processing is applied to remove 

neighboring points whose interval is smaller than MinInt. To ensure the stability, we only 

remove neighboring points whose intervals are smaller than 0.02ps. Then we get the best 

sampling points distribution from the GA from which the signal can be well reconstructed.  

From the distribution of the sampling points, we observed that more points will be 

distributed on the pulse areas or the areas with much information, and the areas with 

little information would have fewer points distributed. This corresponds to our 

expectations. 

In the final step, the THz signal will be sampled again based on the optimized 

distribution with a long integration time. By the above optimization steps, we can greatly 

improve the sampling speed by reducing the total number of sampling points needed and 

at the same time maintain a high SNR comparing with the traditional step scan method. 

TABLE I 

VALUES OF PRE-DEFINED  PARAMETERS 

 

Parameter 

  

Value 

NumPop  1000 

MutPro  10% 

NumItp  5000 

Sections  20 
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MinInt 

Time constant 

 0.02ps 

30 ms 

   

5.3 Experiment verifications 

To verify the proposed method, both reflection and transmission measurements were 

carried out. The GA optimization program was realized by MATLAB, which can be 

invoked by LabVIEW program during the measurement. The control parts of the program 

such as rapid scan, adaptive scan were directly achieved in LabVIEW. All the 

measurements were performed at room temperature with a relative humidity below 5%. 

The experiments were conducted by the following procedure: 1. a coarse signal was 

measured by rapid scan for GA analysis; 2.GA calculated the best sampling points 

distribution; 3. Adaptively sample (AS) the THz signal again based on the given 

distribution with a long integration time. A traditional step scan (SS) with 0.05ps time 

interval was performed and used as a reference for comparing with the AS results in the 

terms of spectrum accuracy and time efficiency. Results are compared to verify the 

improvement on speed, accuracy and stability. 

5.3.1 Measurement in reflection geometry. 

 We firstly measured pure water using the window-based reflection setup (as 

introduced in Figure 5-1). The total time length of the THz signal is 80 ps.  The number 

of the sampling points used in the traditional step scan method is 1600 (0.05ps as time 

interval). The number of sampling points of 80, 120, 160, 200 and 240 were implemented 

in the AS and SS to compare the improvements. An example of the time-domain waveform 

scanned by AS with only 200 sampling points is shown in Figure 5-5(a), compared with 

the SS THz signal. The difference between them is shown by the black curve. The 

frequency-domain spectrum of the upper reflection (by subtracting baseline reflection) 

from AS and SS, with spectrum ratio of them, are shown in Figure 5-5(b). The error bars 
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in (b) of the AS are calculated by the standard deviation of 
2

1

1
( )

n

i aveE E
n

 = − , where 

n is the number of the measurements, 𝐸𝑖 stands for the amplitudes in frequency domain 

for every measurement, and 𝐸𝑎𝑣𝑒  is the calculated average amplitudes for the n times 

measurement. The time-domain amplitudes have an average difference of 0.0035, which 

is 0.12% of the peak-to-peak value. The maximum error in the spectrum is 0.364, which 

is only 2% compared with the SS signal value at the corresponding frequency, showing a 

reliable accuracy for spectroscopy. These results prove that the AS results in very little 

differences to the SS signal, however using only 1/8 of the sampling time. Furthermore, 

the maximum standard deviation in the frequency-domain is below 0.5, demonstrating 

the stability of AS. 

 

Figure 5-5 (a) Measured reflection time domain water signal using AS method(200points) and SS method 
(1600points) with error value. (b)The corresponding frequency spectrum for the SS and AS signals after 

subtracting the base. 

 

TABLE II 

COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF SAMPLING POINTS 
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To evaluate the performance of the AS method using different numbers of 

sampling points, we compared the results in Table II. The comparison mainly contains 

two aspects, the sampling time and the accuracy. The time in a traditional 0.05ps time 

interval SS method was used as a reference, and it was compared to the time by the AS 

indicated in the second column. The ratio between them is calculated and shown as the 

speed-improvement factor in the third column. The AS time contains three parts shown 

in the brackets below the total time, they are the rapid scanning time, the GA searching 

time and the adaptive sampling time. The rapid scan time is mainly relevant to the time 

length but independent of the AS method parameters. Therefore, it was a constant 1.5 s 

for all the scans. The GA searching time is determined by the number of sampling points 

and the configuration of the computer. The computer equipped in our experiment is from 

Dell Inc (processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4570 + 8 GB Memory). The time consumption 

increases with the number of sampling points. The last term for adaptive sampling the 

signal is roughly proportional to the number of sampling points. Therefore, reducing the 

number of sampling points could largely improve the sampling speed by reducing the last 

two terms. Although extra time is added because of the rapid scan and GA searching, the 

significantly reduced sampling points than that in the reference scan, could improve the 

speed 3 times quicker for all AS method. 

For the evaluation of the AS method accuracy, root mean square error (RMSE) and 

percentage error of Emax (PPOE) were introduced. RMSE is calculated by: 
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𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √∑ (𝐸𝑝
𝑎𝑑𝑝 − 𝐸𝑝

𝑟𝑒𝑓)2/𝑛𝑛
𝑗=1                                                 (5-5) 

where 𝐸𝑝
𝑎𝑑𝑝

 and 𝐸𝑝
𝑟𝑒𝑓

are the recovered AS signals interpolated to the reference time axis 

and the reference signal, respectively. The subscript p denotes the p-th sampling point in 

the time-domain and n is the number of sampling points. PPOE was defined as: 

       𝑃𝑃𝑂𝐸 = |
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑟𝑒𝑓
−𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑎𝑑𝑝

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑟𝑒𝑓 |                                                                     (5-6) 

where  𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑎𝑑𝑝

 is the maximum amplitude value from AS method after interpolation and 

 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑟𝑒𝑓

 is the maximum amplitude value for reference signal. It directly reflects the 

accuracy of the main pulse at time domain. 

By using the same sampling points, the values of RMSE and PPOE for the AS were 

lower than the SS, especially when the number of sampling points was below 160. This 

clearly proves that the adaptive distribution of the sampling points given by the GA 

optimization largely improved the accuracy. From 80 points to 200 points, both the RMSE 

and PPOE for AS decrease with the increase of sampling time consumed. When the 

number of sampling points was over 200, the RMSE and PPOE of the AS are nearly 

saturated with time consumption still going up. Thus, an optimal solution solving the 

tradeoff between the accuracy and the efficiency can be chosen by assigning around 200 

points in this case. 

A more straightforward evaluation method can be achieved by directly comparing 

the sample characterization results, as shown in Fig.4.6. The calculated water refractive 

index and absorption coefficient from the 200 points AS method and the reference signal 

sampled by traditional step scan using 1600 points are plotted, and compared with the 

results from Thrane et al[89], Bertie and Lan[90] , and Hirori et al. [91]. The error bars 

of the adaptive scan data are calculated by the standard deviation from 10 AS 

measurement with the same sampling parameters. The AS results coincide well with the 
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reference SS results, and match well with the previously published data, showing the 

reliable accuracy. To further quantitatively evaluate the performance of the AS method, 

we defined two norms ΔS and ΔA here as: 

            ΔS=
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

|𝐴𝑆.𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 |
*100%                                                        (5-7) 

ΔA=|
SS−AS

𝑆𝑆
| ∗ 100%                                                                      (5-8) 

where ΔS represents the stability of the AS by comparing the standard deviation to its 

average. ΔA represents the accuracy evaluating the difference between the AS signal and 

reference signal by comparing the average AS to the corresponding reference. As shown 

in Figure 5-6, the ΔS values calculated from the refractive index and absorption coefficient 

are both smaller than 2% from 0.2THz to 1THz, and the ΔA values are below 1% and 3%, 

respectively. The values quantitatively indicate the stability and reliable accuracy of the 

AS method for sample characterization.  

 

Figure 5-6 (a) refractive index of water characterization. (b)absorption coefficient of water characterization. 
Results are from different methods. Stab(ΔS) and Acc(ΔA) are also shown at the bottom in both figures. 

5.3.2 Measurement in transmission geometry. 

To prove the versatility of our proposed method for different geometries and the 

capability to accurately measure different pulse shapes, a 460 μm lactose pallet was 

fabricated and measured in transmission geometry. As we know, lactose has strong 
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absorption peaks in the THz spectrum, which introduces strong oscillations in the time-

domain attached after the main pulse, as shown in Fig4.7(a). This is obviously different  

from a non-resonant pulse which has a main pulse time length typically smaller than 5 ps. 

To accurately catch the absorption peaks, both the main pulse and the oscillations should 

be precisely sampled, hence this can be a good instance to show the performance of our 

proposed method on different shape pulses.  

Figure 5-7(a) compares the 3700 points from traditional step scan signal and the 

reconstructed signal sampled by our proposed adaptive method with only 900 points 

transmitted through the lactose pallet. The inserted figure zooms in the main pulse region 

and shows the high degree match between the two sampling methods. The differences are 

quite small. To compare the spectrum, both signals from the two sampling methods are 

Fourier-transformed and compared to the air signal as reference and shown in Figure 

5-7(b). The spectrum by the AS shows nearly no difference to the traditional step scan 

result in the bandwidth from 0.2 THz to 2 THz, however, it only uses less than 1/4 of the 

sampling points in traditional step scan method. The errors from 1.5 THz to 2 THz are 

relatively bigger because higher frequencies of our system have worse SNR and the higher 

requirements in terms of the sampling density.  

Figure 5-8 shows the refractive index and absorption coefficient of the lactose 

extracted from both signals. The adaptive scan curve is the average from ten times 

measurement with corresponding standard deviations as the error bars. For the refractive 

index as shown in Figure 5-8(a), the adaptive scan result is highly consistent with the 

step scan result with error bars smaller than 0.015 in the range from 0.2 THz to 2 THz, 

indicating the promising accuracy and stability. The absorption coefficient by the AS are 

also highly consistent with the SS signal. The absorption peak at 0.53 THz also matches 

precisely, whilst the absorption peak at 1.37 THz shows a positional error of 5.4 GHz and 

an amplitude error of 5.8%. The main cause is considered to be the low SNR at this peak 
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region because there is over 35 dB attenuation comparing with the maximum. However, 

this small error has very little influence on the whole spectrum, besides additional 

modeling of the absorption peaks can still be accurately recovered based on the AS data. 

The Stab for absorption coefficient of lactose in peak regions is smaller than 7%, showing 

the high stability of our method. To conclude, the adaptive scan method well recover 

absorption features of a lactose sample using less than ¼ of the sampling points in 

traditional step scan. 

 

Figure 5-7 (a) lactose signal measured by SS and AS at time domain. (b)Corresponding spectrums. The 

magnitude ratio (MR) in (b) is calculated by: 𝑀𝑅 = 20 𝑙𝑜𝑔10
𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑐

𝐸𝑎𝑖𝑟
, where 𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑐  and 𝐸𝑎𝑖𝑟  are amplitudes of lactose 

and air signal in frequency-domain, respectively. 
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Figure 5-8 Lactose refractive index(a) and absorption coefficient(b) extracted from the step scan and 
adaptive scan measurements. The adaptive scan curve is averaged from 10 measurements, the error 

bars are standard deviations accordingly. 

5.4 Conclusions and future work 

In this chapter, we proposed a genetic algorithm based optimization method for 

adaptively and fast sampling in THz-TDS systems. The cluster feature of THz pulses 

enables the achievement of using significantly fewer sampling points than a traditional 

step scan to accurately acquire a signal by interpolation. In detail, our approach firstly 

assigns different sampling points to the equally separated sampling regions based on their 

information density.  Then GA optimizes the sampling points distribution. The signal is 

sampled again by the given optimized distribution with a long integration time to provide 

a high SNR. Both reflection geometry and transmission geometry have been set up for 

evaluating the method performance. The reflection measurement of pure water shows 

that the sampling speed can be greatly improved with fewer data points distributed in the 

adaptive scan, and meanwhile provides a much higher accuracy than the traditional step 

scan using the same number of sampling data points. The characterization of the 

refractive index and absorption coefficient further indicates the 200 points adaptive scan 

can achieve nearly the same accuracy with the measurement four times faster than step 

scan. The transmission measurements of lactose also prove promising accuracy compared 
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to results from traditional step scan while only less than 1/4 of sampling points are used. 

The efficiency and high-speed sampling property would benefit many applications which 

require a fast data acquisition rate. For instance, explorations into fast variation 

processes like skin occlusion observation or perovskite degradation processes[92][93], or 

THz raster-scan imaging to reduce the time cost and ensure high image quality. The 

proposed approach has no extra hardware cost, thus it can be easily implemented in 

different THz-TDS systems. In a practical situation, pulse drift could a problem in the 

time-domain between the rapid scan signal and the final adaptive scan signal, which could 

cause timing jitter error, or delay stage positional error. The actual drift influence varies 

among different systems. Small pulse drifts <0.1ps would cause no significant influence 

on the adaptive scan. Larger drifts would induce sampling points position errors. In this 

case, a calibration approach to compensate for the pulse drift can be introduced into our 

proposed method. For example, the final sampled amplitudes by adaptive scanning can 

be compared with the amplitudes of the reconstructed signal at the same specific positions 

to evaluate the pulse drift. Post calibration then can be taken based on that. This would 

efficiently ensure the robustness and versatility of our proposed sampling method. 
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6 Machine learning based methods for Terahertz 

spectrum classification. 

In the last two decades, THz technology has been successfully implemented in many 

aspects of research, like biomedical and chemical areas. Because of the non-invasive 

property and the ability to characterize many compounds, it is recognized as a promising 

technique for classifying numerous chemicals such as drugs. A key challenge ahead in the 

THz technique is to accurately classify spectrums of chemicals obtained in various 

complicated environments, rather than from ideal and stable laboratory conditions. 

Machine learning methods are powerful and widely verified approaches for complex 

classification tasks. In this chapter, we introduce how we explore and apply support vector 

machine (SVM) and deep neural networks (DNN) methods for classifying the spectrums 

of glucose and lactose. 372 independent signals were collected under various conditions. 

The final accuracies were 99% and 89.6% for SVM method and for the DNN method, 

respectively which implies the large potential for applying machine learning based THz 

technique in chemical recognition area. 

6.1 Advantages of THz technique for chemicals classification 

The first advantage comes from the natural capability of THz radiation being able 

to detect and transmit through many visibly opaque materials, specifically most 

packaging materials used in the common life are transparent in the THz band[94]. 

Besides, most of the explosives, drugs and crystalline chemicals have fingerprint spectra 

in the THz region[95][96][97].THz spectroscopy is thus becoming a recognized tool for 

sample recognition and classification, especially for security check  applications. Despite 

the great application potential, there is still a lot of work needed to be addressed.  Robust 

analysis methods should also be well designed to ensure highly accurate recognition. 

Because most of the practical detections cannot always collect data in the optimized 

conditions during the measurements like security inspections. Another factor is that the 
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target samples usually are included at a low concentration with multiple ingredients 

forming compounds. Other factors such as irregular sample shapes, high attenuation to 

the THz radiation,  different thicknesses, Fabry-Perot oscillations and influence from the 

packaging materials, will all strongly contribute  to the disruption of the 

spectra[98][99][100][101]. Besides, THz spectra are sensitively influenced by the ambient 

water-vapor, which has significant absorption lines in the THz range and is difficult to 

avoid in practical applications. The water-vapor interference would cause further 

difficulty for the spectra recognitions [102]. Therefore, a robust and accurate recognition 

approach design is challenging. Manual classification usually requires professional 

knowledge and experience, which hinders the broad applications and limits the efficiency. 

However, machine learning based algorithms can realize automatic classifications with 

high efficiency and accuracy. 

6.2 Introduction to the SVM and DNN methods. 

SVM was first proposed in 1964 and after many years of development it has been a 

strong and generalized algorithm targeted at  solving  binary classification problems 

based on maximum-margin hyper plane[103].Gaussian and polynomial kernels have been 

found to give a good performance for two-class problems, depending on the feature of the 

input data.  Deep learning methods for example DNN have shown great properties in 

many aspects like bioinformatics, recognition of chemicals and automatized classification 

where they can easily achieve better performances than specialists[104][105]. And some 

researchers have started to explore the combination of THz technology with deep learning 

methods. For example, Yin X. et al adopt SVM to realize binary and multiple 

classifications for RNA samples [106]. The classifying accuracy for two types of RNA 

samples is 72%. However, these two samples have distinct features in the transmission 

spectroscopy and can be easily classified, which is not a good demo for the power of SVM.  

The data used for constructing another dataset lack independence and diversity because 
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variants for different data are only concentrations. Shi J. et al use machine learning 

method to analyze the traumatic brain injury THz images [107]. It can classify the images 

in to 4 types (severe, moderate, mild, sham) with high accuracy.  The accuracy reaches to 

87.5%, which is a great improvement. However, collection number for the images was less 

than 20, which is not enough to draw a conclusion in terms of the small dataset. Y. Sun 

et al fabricated different concentrations of bovine serum albumin (BSA) solutions and 

measured them under THz-TDS. They then use machine learning methods to classify the 

solutions based on their spectrums. The accuracy can be up to 91% [108]. However, each 

concentration level of samples was measured 7 times, the duplicates in the dataset would 

decrease the independence of the data. A common ground for the reported works is that 

all of their data are collected in the optimized lab condition while ours are not. Here, we 

use DNN and SVM methods to classify materials which maybe collected from unknown 

conditions and more practical cases. 

We show the potentials of DNN and SVM methods for classifying different THz 

spectra. Here we use the lactose and glucose as the samples and measure their spectra in 

THz-TDS under different artificial conditions to simulate the practical cases in the 

security inspection scene. The classification accuracy realized by DNN and SVM are 89.6%  

and 99% respectively. As far as we know, it is the first time to collect data under all types 

of imperfect circumstances to construct the machine learning dataset and train a robust 

machine learning model based on that. The THz technology combined with machine 

learning methods is not restricted to automated classifications for chemicals,  but can be 

extend to all kinds of materials, which is the fundamental in the application of  security 

inspection.  

6.3 Experiment setup and data collection. 

The data are collected by our THz-TDS system in transmission geometry. Figure 

6-1 is a diagram of the set up and shows the Ti:Sapphire fs laser used to pump the emitter 
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and detector. The delay stage is used to change the relative path of the fs laser reaching 

to the emitter and detector.  The THz radiation is produced by the photo antenna in the 

emitter and is collected and focused with the help of auxiliary lens. The detector records 

the signal after the THz radiation propagates the sample. The whole THz waveforms are 

recorded by changing the relative path of fs laser between the emitter and detector by 

moving the delay stage in step mode. The delay stage working in step mode would stop at 

each sampling point with a long integration time to record signal. In this way, it can 

realize higher SNR than rapid mode. The fast fourier transform (FFT) is implemented to 

transfer the time-domain data into frequency domain. We set the time constant at 3mm 

during the step mode, which can provide 60dB SNR for air signal at  1THz. 

 

Figure 6-1 Diagram of transmission setup for THz spectroscopy. the orange arrows stand for the THz pulse. The 
red arrows stand for the path of the fs-laser. 

We bought the lactose and glucose from SIGMA life science and XILONG SCIENTIFC 

Company, respectively. The powders were pressed into pellets using a pellet press. During 

the fabrication, the pressing time and the pressure remain the same. We set different 

circumstances for the measurement and the details are shown in table I. All the fabricated 

pellets are in the same size, so the thickness has linear relation to the weight. Thicker 

pellets would lead to larger attenuation of the THz radiation. Polyethylene (PE) was used 

as a dopant in the glucose and lactose pellets, which can stimulate the case when the 
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chemicals are not pure. We also set different time lengths (200ps and 100ps) in the 

measurement to stimulate the different frequency resolution in spectra (5GHz and 

10GHz), respectively. The 0.3 and 0.15 step sizes are set to generate 1.67 THz and 

3.33 THz highest frequency spectra. The pellets were also tilted with an angle of 00 and 

300 respectively. In the practical case, samples cannot be placed right at the focus point 

for the measurement, so we set three measurement positions: at the focus point, before 

the focus point and after the focus point. These setups can simulate the practical 

measurements to some extent and verify the algorithm robustness. In some cases, the 

samples may be blocked by other materials which would cause disturbance for the 

measurement. To deal with that, we add disturbance like paper, silicon and quartz in the 

THz path.  All the experiments were performed under normal humidity (60%) which can 

also be recognized as a disturbance, as water molecules would affect the THz spectra 

severely in some frequency bands.  All the above variables simulate different complicated 

conditions that could occur in practical applications, and they also greatly increase the 

diversity of the data. 
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Figure 6-2 shows the structure of lactose and glucose. They have very similar chemical 

elements and structures. They are difficult to recognize by people. Even though they have 

specific spectral features in the THz band, this cannot be ensured as a proof for their 

recognition as different measurement conditions could twist or blur these features. 

Beyond glucose and lactose, other substances would also have similar issues. We use 

spline interpolation with 5GHz step and the range from 0.1 to 1.5 THz to tackle all the 

collected spectra, in this way, all the spectra would have the same frequency axis for 

comparison. Hence the input length is 280(1.4/0.005=280). The measurement conditions 

for Figure 6-3(a) are: the incident angle is 00, the pellet is pure, the pellet is put right at 

the focus point, we didn’t apply any disturbance. We refer to this as the standard condition 

which is normally used in other reported work. However, the difference from the reported 

optimized work is that our measurements are taken under normal humidity while theirs 

are taken under dry air conditions. As can be seen, the absorption peaks of lactose can be 

captured at 0.53, 1.38 and 1.41 THz. However, the water-vapor absorption peaks at 

0.56 THz and 1.4 THz can greatly decrease the recognition of the sample. Figure 6-3(b-d) 

indicate the spectra with the same pellets under different conditions.  In detail, for (b): 

the incident angle is 300, the position of the sample is 3 cm after the focus point, a piece 

of quartz is put in front of it as a disturbance. For (c): the incident angle is 300, the position 

of the sample is 3 cm before the focus point, a piece of paper is put in front of it as a 

disturbance. For (d): the incident angle is 300, the position of the sample is 3 cm before 

the focus point, a silicon is put in front of it as a disturbance. As can be concluded from 

the (a-d), the spectra vary a lot under different condition even though the samples being 

measured are the same. Further, some spectra features would disappear with the change 

of the measurement circumstance like absorption peak at 1.41 THz for glucose. And 

fluctuations coming from poor alignment and Fabry-Perot are easily have impacts on the 

spectra, which further hinder the classification. Similar influences can also be found for 
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lactose. In practical security inspections, the real measurement conditions can be even 

more unpredictable and complicated. For instance, target samples could mix up with more 

than one chemical or be blocked in more advanced synthetic materials. The sample form 

would be too thick to be detected for the THz SNR. In these cases, identification by 

humans could be very hard and impractical, hence we hope the DNN and SVM could 

provide solutions for addressing these problems. 

 

Figure 6-2 (a) glucose structure (b) lactose structure. 

 

Figure 6-3 glucose and lactose spectra collected under various circumstance. Measurement circumstance for 
(a): the incident angle is 00, the pellet is pure, the pellet is put right at the focus point, we didn’t apply any 

disturbance. For (b): the incident angle is 300, the position of the sample is 3cm after the focus point, a quartz 
is put in front of it as a disturbance. For (c): the incident angle is 300, the position of the sample is 3cm before 

the focus point, a piece of paper is put in front of it as a disturbance. For (d): the incident angle is 300, the 
position of the sample is 3cm before the focus point, a silicon is put in front of it as a disturbance. Each actual 
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magnitude is divided by the maximum and shown in the unit of dB . An offset is denoted in the figure for easier 
comparison. 

6.4 Algorithm construction for the spectra classification. 

6.4.1 SVM classification 

SVM is an important component in machine learning methods, which finds a 

hyperplane as the boundary to separate the two kinds of data[109]. Basically, SVM is 

designed as a two-class classifier at the beginning, but it can be easily extended to 

multiple- class [110]. In our study, there are two kinds of output denoting the glucose or 

lactose. The training dataset contains learning vectors denoted as (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) where 𝑥𝑖 is the 

spectrum magnitude of glucose or lactose and 𝑦𝑖  is the corresponding label which is 

indicated by 0 or 1, standing for the glucose and lactose, respectively. A feature of the 

SVM is to choose proper kernel, which would save the computation resources and improve 

the final accuracy. In our work, the Gaussian kernel was chosen in SVM, due to  its 

excellent property compared with other kernels in terms of the accuracy [106], the 

Gaussian kernel equation is shown: 

             K(𝑥𝑖 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 𝑥𝑗⃗⃗⃗  ) = exp (−Ƴ‖𝑥𝑖 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ − 𝑥𝑗⃗⃗⃗  ‖
2
)                                                 (6-1) 

where 𝑥𝑖 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 𝑥𝑗⃗⃗  ⃗  are two learning vectors, Ƴ is the parameter. Next, the boundary function 

built to separate two classes is defined by the support vectors in the mapped N-

dimensional hyperplane in feature space, which are the subset of the training dataset, as 

shown in equation:                      

           f(α) = 𝑅𝑁 → ±1                                                                  (6-2) 

where α is the bias and weights in the boundary function. These are the parameters that 

the algorithm needs to adjust to correctly label the input. Through the process of 

identifying support vectors, the boundary function can be well adjusted for the prediction.  

However, for some pre-defined parameters, like c, which performs as a punishment 

parameter to balance the target for searching the biggest hyperplane boundary and 
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guarantees good generalization ability, the explorations on such parameters should be 

carried on to find the suitable one to better construct the model. Figure 6-4 shows how we 

fix the proper c value as an example, as the process for fixing other parameters are nearly 

the same. As can be seen, with training data size increasing, the accuracies increase as 

we expected. With c =5000 and Ƴ =0.008, the accuracy will be higher than 99%.  This 

performance is good enough so we can recognize Ƴ =0.008 and c =5000 as the suitable 

parameters. 

To test the performance of SVM on the classification tasks, we separate training 

data into 10 segments, and randomly choose the data for training, the used training data 

size varying from 1/10 to 9/10. Then the parameters are optimized. 

 

Figure 6-4 The measured accuracy with different c value. 

6.4.2 DNN classification. 

DNN which simulates the human brain decision process is used for various 

classification tasks. In our cases, as shown in Figure 6-5, the connection of the full 3 layers 

is constructed to do the classification. 280 neurons are at the first layer this is because 
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our input vector size is 280.  140 neurons are designed at the second layer. 70 neurons are 

at the third layer. At last, 2 neurons are designed as the last layer and denoted the 

classification results. We regulate during the training that if the value in neuron 1 is 

larger than that in neuron 2, we recognized the output as glucose, and if the value in 

neuron 2 is larger than that in neuron 1, we recognized the output as lactose. We adopt 

Relu function as the activation function whose non-linearity and good property has been 

widely proved: 

ℎ(𝑥) = {
𝑥
0
   
(𝑥 > 0)
(𝑥 ≤ 0)

                                                           (6-3) 

Crossentropy Loss is used as loss function, shown in the equation below: 

𝐸 = ∑−𝑡𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦𝑘                                                                 (6-4) 

 

Figure 6-5 The designed neural network structure. 

6.5 Experiments and results 

The computer we use for running the algorithm is 3.6 GHz Inter(R) Core(TM) i7-

4790 CPU. The running time for doing the classification was less than 0.01s in terms of  

SVM and 0.4s in terms of DNN, respectively, which implies high classification speed. The 

accuracy is defined in the following for evaluating the algorithm performance: 
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      accuracy =
𝑁𝑇𝑃+𝑁𝑇𝑁

𝑁𝑇𝑃+𝑁𝑇𝑁+𝑁𝐹𝑁+𝑁𝐹𝑃
                                                              (6-5) 

where 𝑁𝑇𝑃 stands for the true positives,  𝑁𝑇𝑁 stands for true negatives, 𝑁𝐹𝑁 stands for the 

false negatives, 𝑁𝐹𝑃 stands for the false positives. 

6.5.1 SVM results analysis 

Figure 6-6 demonstrate the measurement results of the SVM algorithm. For all 

training data sizes, the algorithm performs 20 times independently and average 

performances are given; in each running, the training date and test data are selected 

randomly. The results first show that the accuracy is proportional to the training data 

size as we expected. Only 1/10 input as the training data can realize an average accuracy 

larger than 95%. The testing data are not used in the training data. The high test 

performance indicate the good generalization ability.  All the curves in the figure fluctuate 

very small, showing the good robustness of the algorithm. 

 

Figure 6-6 The test results with different sizes of the training data. The parameters used here are optimized. 

 

In our measurements, as shown in Table I, seven factors are considered to collect 372 

glucose and lactose data totally. The algorithm shows that 1/10 of the total data was 
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enough to provide an acceptable accuracy, while an increase can be observed when 

increasing the training size.  Therefore, the accuracy can further be improved. In the 

future measurements, more factors will be considered for collecting more data, in this case, 

the algorithm performance will be more robust. 

6.5.2 DNN results analysis 

To evaluate the DNN model, we randomly choose 40% from the dataset as the test 

data and the left are used as training data. We calculate the accuracy at the end of each 

epoch training. Note that the meaning of an epoch is that all the training data are used 

to train the network one time.  Figure 6-7 is the loss value curve during the training. It 

clearly indicates that after every epoch training, the loss value would decrease and get 

nearly saturated after 75 epochs, showing that the training is along the right direction 

and parameters needed for classifying the training data are adjusted properly. Figure 6-8 

shows the test accuracy versus the epochs. After every epoch, the test data is tested once 

on the DNN. The accuracy improves with the increase of the training epochs, which 

corresponds to our expectations. The accuracy got saturated after 75 epochs, with an 

accuracy of 89.7% on average and a standard deviation of 0.0242 from 75th epoch to 100th 

epoch. Figure 6-9 shows the misclassified data at the end of the training process. The test 

data include nearly the same number of lactose and glucose data, the almost equal 

misclassified number shows that the algorithm has no preference towards lactose or 

glucose. 
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Figure 6-7 The loss value curve during the training. 

 

Figure 6-8 The test accuracy versus the epochs. After every epoch, the test data is tested once on the DNN. 
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Figure 6-9 The misclassified data at the end of the training process. 

 

6.6 Conclusions 

we combine machine learning methods and THz techniques together to realize 

high classification accuracy which has large potential to apply in security check situations 

or object detection. We collect glucose and lactose THz spectra under different 

measurement conditions to build the first THz dataste under imperfect conditions for 

classification. Deep neural network (DNN) and support vector machine(SVM) were 

implemented and well tuned to achieve high classification accuracy at 89% and 99%, 

respectively. 
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7 Rapid imaging of pulsed terahertz radiation with 

spatial light modulators and neural networks 

7.1 Introduction to THz single-pixel imaging and convolutional 

neural network. 

 THz time-domain spectroscopy (TDS) acquires both amplitude and phase 

information at the same time leading to the easy calculation of the THz complex refractive 

index, and thus has become a powerful tool for sample characterization [92], investigating 

the molecular vibrations [76] and potentially medical diagnosis [75].  Further, the time-

of-flight measurement allows the creation of 3D images to obtain subsurface information 

of materials buried beneath optically opaque matter. However, imaging with THz-TDS is 

not broadly used outside of laboratory research because it is still relatively slow and 

expensive.  

 Raster scanning is the mainstream technique in current commercial THz-TDS 

imaging systems whereby the object or the emitter-detector pair are raster scanned with 

an imaging speed of 20-30 pixels per second because of the mechanical movement. This 

slow imaging speed is unacceptable in terms of the practical applications such as imaging 

a patient’s skin in the hospital. Other techniques like combining microbolometer with 

digital holography can realize coherent imaging at a single frequency[111][112], but it 

loses the ability to provide the sub-picosecond temporal information of the THz images 

which THz-TDS has. Another alternative is to use an optical camera to image the THz 

fields onto an electro-optical crystal [113], however this is limited by the requirement of a 

high power regenerative amplified laser, which sacrifices the repetition rate resulting in 

slow acquisition and making the system very big and expensive. 

  Implementing  a single-pixel detector and a spatial light modulator (SLM) to 

achieve high-speed THz imaging has become a promising alternative to overcome the 
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mentioned demerits[114]. Although it is slower than cameras based on detector arrays, it 

is more robust and available for frequencies outside the visible-light bandwidth. THz 

imaging with a single-pixel detector and a SLM is realized by projecting a series of 

patterns on the object and collecting the transmission or reflection data by the single-pixel 

detector with an image obtained via post-processing [49][115]. This technology is 

commonly called a single-pixel camera. With the movement of the optical delay unit 

(ODU), the THz time-of-flight information can be obtained. In reference[49], it is reported 

that a  THz single-pixel detector with SLM can be used to realize the inspection of the 

electronic circuits hidden by semiconductors. Further, THz near field imaging has also 

been achieved in references [116] and [117]. Previous work in our group has demonstrated 

that a real-time THz video can be obtained by a  single-pixel THz camera [115].  

With the big recent development of deep learning (DL) methods, convolutional 

neural networks (CNN) have received more and more attention in image classification 

[118][119], object identification [120] and image denoising[121], providing a promising 

approach for improving image quality of images obtained from single-pixel THz cameras 

with fast acquisition speeds.  The first proposed CNN named LeNet was used for 

classification of the hand-written digit numbers in the 1990s. Then in 2012, another CNN 

model called AlexNet  developed by Krizhevsky [104] won the championship of the 

classification task on the ImageNet. From then on, people realized the power of CNNs for 

tackling many imaging processing problems. More and more CNN models have been 

constructed and used on image classification problems. New recent models, VGGNet and 

GoogleNet both had high performance on the image classification challenges in 2014 in 

ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge(ILSVRC)[122], which is one of the 

authoritative academic competitions in the field of computer vision in recent years, 

representing the highest level in the field of imaging. Recently,  CNN structures with 

much deeper layers that offer improved performance have been developed, such as ResNet 
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and DenseNet[123][124]. All these various CNN models enrich the available selections for 

image processing problems.  However, although many studies have tried to introduce DL 

methods into THz applications [106][125], however the lack of THz dataset hinders the 

development and application of DL methods in the THz regime. 

Rapid THz imaging with a single-pixel detector works by projecting a set of spatial 

encoding masks onto the object, and THz pulse transmission or reflection data through 

an object is recorded by the detector, with post-processing recovering the image via some 

reconstruction algorithm. Based on that, in this chapter we report the first use of a 

convolutional neural network for THz single pixel imaging to obtain high quality spectral 

THz images 10 times faster than current commercial systems. We achieved two 

improvements: 1. The optimization of the synchronization between the SLM and the ODU, 

the time needed to instruct the ODU to move is eliminated and projecting masks onto the 

SLM is ensured at the same time; 2. A novel CNN is built to improve the quality of the 

collected THz images allowing a faster acquisition rate during the imaging.     
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7.2 The improvement of the sampling mode for single-pixel imaging 

in THz-TDS. 

 

Figure 7-1 The diagram of the single-pixel imaging. The fs laser(1550nm) pumps the PCA THz emitter to generate THz 
radiation, which then propagates through the object and reflected by the THz SLM into the THz PCA detector. The ODU 

adjusts the optical distance between the detector and the fs laser, which we rely on to acquire the temporal positions of 
the THz pulse. For our spatial THz modulator, we photoexcite silicon with a spatially patterned 450 nm continuous-wave 

laser. The inset on the top shows two measurement modes. The bottom shows an example when 
𝑓𝑠

𝑓𝑡
= 4 in step mode. 

Figure 7-1 shows our experiment setup.  A femtosecond laser pumps the PCA THz 

emitter through a fiber, then THz radiation is generated and propagated through the 

object, then reflected by a THz spatial light modulator and finally collected by a PCA THz 

detector. An optical delay unit determines the temporal detecting position where we 

sample the THz field. The THz spatial light modulator is undoped silicon photoexcited by 

a spatially patterned 450nm continuous-wave laser [115]. The silicon used in the SLM 

has a 65µs carrier lifetime, which enables a quicker switch rate compared to our previous 

work of ref [49].  

Obtaining a single 2D THz image with a single-pixel detector works by projecting 

a set of mask patterns on the SLM and using the single-pixel detector to record the 

transmitted or reflected THz signal. Then as the recorded signal is related to the object 

and the masking patterns, the recovery of the images is achieved by matrix inversion or 
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other minimization algorithms[114]. Therefore, obtaining 3D hyperspectral THz images, 

with two spatial and one temporal dimension, can be achieved by the following:  projecting 

the set of masks needed for the recovery of a single 2D image and then moving the ODU 

to the next position and projecting the set of masks again. We repeat this procedure until 

we finish sampling at all the positions we are interested in. This is called step-mode [85] 

and is illustrated in the inset of Figure 7-1 in yellow. Although it is easy to set up, this 

method suffers a major demerit: the extra time for telling the ODU to move and wait until 

it arrives next position is time wasted. This mainly limits the improvement of the 

sampling speed. An alternative way is called continuous-mode and illustrated in the inset 

of Figure 7-1 in blue. The ODU moves continuously back and forwards in a triangle-wave 

manner while projecting the needed set of masks simultaneously many times.   

Step-mode is easy in terms of implementation and reconstruction of the images as 

it stops at each temporal point and waits until all the masks have been projected. Thus 

the 2D-images can be easily reconstructed at each sampling positions. However, in 

continuous-mode, the ODU moves continuously and the masks are projected at different 

temporal points. So the challenge for this implementation is to recover each 2D image at 

each temporal point t with part of the needed masks projected at t and others within t+δt, 

where δt is determined by the switch rate of the masks and oscillation speed of the ODU. 

If δt is small enough, then the recovery of the images has no problem. In practice, the 

problem is that δt is large enough to consider t and t+ δt as two different temporal points. 

This is related to the temporal resolution of the detector which in our Menlo K15 system 

is 100fs. However, when we look at a typical THz pulse from our system shown in Figure 

7-1, we can notice that different temporal points separated by 50fs at the position where 

the gradient of the THz pulse is at a maximum or a minimum. Thus we anticipate to 

encounter image reconstruction problems if δt is longer than 50fs. 
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An intuitive approach to solve this problem is for the ODU to perform half a cycle 

during the measurement and the needed set of masks to be fully projected within 50 fs. 

Another simple way to address this image construction problem can be achieved by the 

following: only change the mask once the ODU finishes half a cycle. For example, we 

record the first THz pulse with mask one and second pulse with mask two and so on.  

These two methods can address the problem with δt but they bring another drawback:  

they cannot achieve temporal-undersampling, which will hinder the minimization of the 

total measurement time.  Therefore, for temporal-undersampling to be realized we have 

to use less temporal sampling points than the total temporal distance divided by detector 

temporal resolution (100fs), a quantity which we call N. Thus we need to project the 

needed mask set fewer times than N and obtain a set of the 2D images to reconstruct the 

3D THz images without significant degradation.   

Step mode has easy implementation of temporal-under sampling[115].   THz pulses 

have a cluster feature which implies that the information is concentrated in a small 

temporal area with other areas having signal values around zero. This has been fully 

introduced in chapter 4 or our published work [85][83]. Based on this sparsity feature, we 

can consider fully sampling 2D images where the THz pulse is clustered and ignore the 

other areas. The method we adopt here is adaptive sampling which has been done by our 

group before[83].The previous work by our group shows this can decrease the total 

measurement times by half and still provide good spectroscopy for downstream THz 

analysis [115]. This method is achieved by two stages. First, it acquires a rough signal 

quickly by rapid scan. Second, the optimized sampling positions with sampling number 

largely reduced are given out based on this signal. Then step scan would sample again 

with higher time constant. 

The ODU in our system can only oscillate in a triangle-wave manner, as shown in 

the inset of Figure 7-1 and named continuous-mode, thus an adaptive motion is not 
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achievable in this modality. The simple way to realize temporal-under-sampling in 

continuous mode is to think of the projection of masks as taking a stepped saw wave and 

considering the ratio between the frequency of the saw wave 𝑓𝑠 and frequency of the ODU 

triangle wave 𝑓𝑡. The challenge becomes finding the optimal ratio 𝑓𝑠/𝑓𝑡 with the constraint 

that 𝑓𝑠 or 𝑓𝑡 performs fewer cycles than N or N/2 respectively during the measurement 

period. The frequencies 𝑓𝑠 and 𝑓𝑡 should not be multiples of each other. The reason for this 

can be seen in the inset of Figure 7-1 where at the first and the fifth time mask 0 is 

projected, we find that both projections were at the same temporal point in the ODU cycle. 

This means that we cannot obtain new information during the second ODU movement 

cycle other than a better average the value for mask 0, and this is also applied for all the 

other masks. Thus it is the best case if 𝑓𝑠 and 𝑓𝑡 are both prime numbers. This can be more 

clearly seen in Figure 7-2, where on the top we plot a triangle wave of two cycles with 𝑓𝑡 =

2 in blue and in yellow (red) we plot two saw waves with   𝑓𝑠 = 17 (18). At the bottom, we 

plot a scatter plot of the mask number versus the ODU positions. This clearly shows where 

in time the masks were sampled. It can be seen that each mask has more temporal points 

when the 𝑓𝑠 is 17 compared to 18. This is because 17 is not a multiple of 2 where 18 is.    

Figure 7-3 shows the scatter plots when the saw wave frequency 𝑓𝑠 and triangle 

wave frequency 𝑓𝑡 vary from 1 to 12 in integers. As can be seen, if we define 𝑛 = 𝑓𝑠/𝑓𝑡, then 

the same n corresponds to the same pattern if n is an integer.  For example, 𝑓𝑠 = 1, 𝑓𝑡 = 2 

pair has the same pattern to the 𝑓𝑠 = 2 ,  𝑓𝑡 = 4  pair. Therefore, these frequency 

configurations would end up with same results only the averaging mechanism is different. 

For 𝑓𝑠 = 1, 𝑓𝑡 = 2, each mask is measured two times longer at each temporal position while 

for 𝑓𝑠 = 2, 𝑓𝑡 = 4 each m ask is measured twice at the same temporal points. To avoid this 

redundancy, we better choose 𝑓𝑠, 𝑓𝑡 as prime numbers.  
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Figure 7-2 Top: The ODU position shown by the blue line, and the yellow and red saw waves show the 
projection pattern of our masks. The yellow (red) saw-wave has performed 17 (18) cycles and the ODU 

triangle-wave has performed 2 cycles during our measurement period. Bottom: Scatter plot of the two saw-
wave against the ODU triangle-wave, with horizontal axes showing the ODU position and vertical showing the 

mask number. 

 

  

Figure 7-3 Scatter plots of different frequencies of saw wave and triangle wave. 
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7.3 The implementation of convolutional neural network 

It has been observed that THz images reconstructed from single-pixel imaging have 

artifacts and noise [126].Previously our group has shown in reference [115] that the switch 

rate for the modulator can reach up to 20KHz and 16 times averaging is needed to 

decrease the noise. It can be concluded that noise restricts the acquisition speed. To 

remove artifacts and noise and recover high-quality images, which can further improve 

the single-pixel imaging speed, a symmetric deep convolutional neural network (SDCNN) 

is explored and built which learns an end-to-end mapping between the ground truth and 

under-sampled images. Here we build and design a SDCNN to enhance the THz image 

quality recovered from single-pixel imaging, where our dataset contains 38950 two-

dimensional THz images as the training data and 6180 2D images act as the test data. 

The experimental results show that our proposed SDCNN combined with continuous 

mode sampling in single-pixel imaging can be used to obtain high quality 3D THz images 

with quick acquisition. This work can provide guidelines for future applications of DL in 

THz technologies. 

The proposed SDCNN structure is shown in Figure 7-4. The network starts by 

implementing a convolutional layer (Conv2D) with 32 trainable filters to extract THz 

image features with a relative large receptive field (5x5). The following Conv2D layer has 

64 filters with smaller receptive field (3x3), which benefits the training with higher 

efficiency and catches deeper information hidden inside the THz images. In the middle of 

the network, there is a single Conv2D layer with 128 filters which are in the size of 3x3. 

The second half stage has the Conv2D layer with 64 filters and 32 filters, respectively. 

The size of the filters in both layer is 3. The output is recovered by using a single Conv2D 

filter with the filters size in 1x1. The parameters in the network are initialized by Xavier 

initialization which is a popular  method in CNN model because of its good properties on 

optimizing the loss function [127]. To speed up the training process, each Conv2D layer is 
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followed by a batch normalization(BN) layer [128]. The rectified liner unit (ReLu) 

nonlinear activation function which has been extensively verified for the excellent 

performance on avoiding gradient vanishing problem during the training is performed 

behind every BN layer. There are max pooling layers that are attached to decrease image 

dimensions and improve robustness towards the noise. Further, we add up-sampling 

layers to improve the image size using the bilinear interpolation in the second half. In the 

training process, when the data flows through the network pipeline, max pooling and 

convolutional operations increase the noise robustness at the expense of losing some 

minor details. To better recover the images, we implement skip connections to pass 

information directly from the first half to the second half part which would save important 

details and information and propagate gradients to the deeper layers. The network is 

elaborately designed and fine-tuned to improve THz image quality, which would further 

improve the speed of the single-pixel imaging. Once the network is well trained, all the 

calculations of the test images is off-line with negligeable computational time (of the order 

ms). After recovering the under-sampled THz images by single-pixel imaging, the images 

are fed into the SDCNN for quality enhancement. 

 

Figure 7-4 The structure of the SDCNN 

 

To train the network, we need a suitable loss function that improves the image 

quality without removing real features. Assuming Θ(x,y) is the true image of our object 
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then the recovered image by single pixel imaging using under-sampled measurement is a 

degraded version, which can be written as: 

Θ𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠(x, y) = D(Θ(x, y)) + n    (7-1) 

Where Θ𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠(x, y) is our measured image, D stands for the degradation process, and n is 

the noise. Here, our SDCNN is designed to solve the ill-posed inverse problem by 

estimating the original images from the measured images. To realize this, the network is 

trained to establish an end-to-end mapping from Θ𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠(x, y) to Θ(x, y). To approximate 

Θ(x, y), we obtain a ground truth Θ𝑔(x, y) by measuring the same object multiple times 

using a slower SLM switch rate (1KHz switch rate with 13 averages) and taking the 

average. The next step is the design of a loss function which directly decides the objective 

of the training and the quality of the model. The loss function we designed for the training 

process is:  

𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 = (1 − 𝑟) × 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀 (Θ𝑔(x, y), Θ𝑐(x, y)) + 𝑟 × 𝑏|Γ|            (7-2) 

With Γ being the ratio used to preserve the energy in each 2D image, defined as: 

Γ =
1

𝑚2 ∑ Θ𝑔(x,y)+𝑏𝑚
𝑥,𝑦=1

1

𝑚2 ∑ Θ𝑐(x,y)+𝑏𝑚
𝑥,𝑦=1

   (7-3) 

Where 𝛩𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦)  is the output of the SDCNN, 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀  is the structural similarity index 

measure, which is a widely acceptable standard to for image quality assessment [129]. 

The value of it is from 0 to 1 with 1 showing the image is comparing to itself. m is the 

length of the image (we interpolate the inputs, ground truth and output images to 96×96). 

r is a parameter with the range from 0 to 1 used to balance the contribution between the 

SSIM value and the energy preservation factor Γ. The constant b is set as 15 to avoid the 

denominator of the Γ being 0, as all of our ground truths never have a mean value lower 

than -1. As the 2D images are collected at different positions on the time-domain pulse, 
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the average value of each output 2D image corresponds to the pulse value at the temporal 

point. 

 The network is fed the under-sampled 2D images and corresponding ground truth 

both recovered from the single pixel imaging. To update the network parameters and 

minimize the loss function, Adam optimizer is used with back propagation. At the start 

the learning rate is set at 10−4 and after every 10 epochs (1 epoch means all the training 

data has been trained once) of training it will decrease by dividing though by 5. The 

training data contains 38950 2D THz image pairs of 96×96 size which were interpolated 

from the original 32×32 sized 2D images. Note that a set of 205 2D image makes one of 

our 3D THz images. A test set contains 6180 2D image pairs recovered from step mode 

and continuous mode sampling regimes for the same objects (two plastic lines shape), 

which is the individual 3D images at the different temporal sampling ratios. Pytorch 

packages in PYTHON 3.7 were used to construct the network which can then be trained 

on CPU or GPU. 

 To evaluate the energy preservation, we introduce the Mean Square Error(MSE) 

which is defined as: 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑇𝑚2
∑ ∑ (Θ𝑔(x, y, t) − Θ𝑐(x, y, t))

2𝑚
𝑥,𝑦=1

𝑇
𝑡=1  (7-4) 

where we have T number of temporal points in a single 3D THz image. The smaller value 

of MSE means that average values of the two images are more similar, thus the better 

energy preservation and reduction of noise. Figure 7-5 shows the relation between MSE 

and the r value. As can be seen here, the selection of r value is of great importance to the 

MSE value and therefore the image quality. When r equals to 0.3 the MSE reaches the 

minimum of 0.096, and then it increases with some fluctuations. Note that whilst using 

the MSE to evaluate the performance of our network might imply that we should have 

used the MSE in loss function, this is not true as the best function would depend on the 
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application in mind. For example, if one is interested in the THz frequency spectra, then 

the loss function should look at the Fourier transformed data and not the time-domain as 

we have here. We include the MSE for completeness. 

 

Figure 7-5 The average MSE value for test dataset sampled in continuous mode with different r value in the 
loss function. 

 We plot the recovered pulse shapes for the test data with different r values at the 

temporal sampling rate of 73% in continuous mode in  Figure 7-6. When r = 0.3, the 

recovered pulse is closest to the ground truth, as expected from looking at the MSE. While 

for r = 0.1 or 0.9, the pulses are distorted and they also they have higher MSE values. 

Pulses recovered under other temporal sampling rates show the same trend. 
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Figure 7-6 Recovered pulses for the test data in continuous mode with 73% sampling rate and different r value 
in the loss function. 
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Figure 7-7 The SSIM value for the outputs of the test data in continuous mode with different sampling ratio 
under different r value in the loss function. 

Figure 7-7 shows the average SSIM value of the 3D THz test data sets as outputted by 

the network as a function of temporal sampling ratio for different r values in the loss 
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function. Here it is also obvious that when r = 0.3 the improvement of the SSIM value is 

largest whatever the temporal sampling ratio is. Therefore, r=0.3 is considered to be the 

best value to optimize the images by having the best balance between SSIM improvement 

and energy preservation. The loss value trend in the process of training is shown in Figure 

7-8 and as expected the loss value keeps decreasing during the training, showing our 

training is heading a good direction with high efficiency. After 45 epochs, the loss value 

becomes near saturated at around -0.39, marking the end of the training process. 

 

Figure 7-8The loss value curve during the training. 
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Figure 7-9 Structure similarity index as a function of temporal under-sampling of 3D-THz images, with the 
dash-dotted (solid) line showing the SSIM of the raw (neural network processed) images. The bottom axis 

shows the total time the measurement took with top (bottom) numbers being for the step (continuous) ODU 
mode. SLM switch rate was 5kHz. 

 

The neural network we built is primarily used to enhance the quality of our images.  

Figure 7-9 shows how the SSIM of our 3D images behaves when we perform temporal 

under-sampling with the THz data. The neural network has improved the SSIM by 

around 0.2 whilst keeping the same trend with regards to Tr. For comparison, if we set our 

SLM to change masks at a 1kHz rate, we acquire images with an SSIM of around 0.6, as 

shown in Figure 7-10(b). Comparing (a) and (b) in Figure 7-10, we can see that neural 

network improves the SSIM and retains the same behaviour as the temporal under-

sampling ratio is reduced. This in effect means that the network has removed 

measurement noise. However, the artefacts from temporal-under-sampling are still 

present. This is because the measurement noise can be readily identified in the 2D-images 

whereas the artefacts from temporal-under-sampling can only be seen in the full 3D-data 
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(made up of 2D-image stacks). Our network processes each individual 2D image by itself 

only to show that neural networks can be used to improve the quality of 3D THz data. 

Moreover, building a network that can process data at multiple under-sampling ratios is 

unfeasible as it would be much more efficient to create a network that removes artifacts 

at a single under-sampling amount, for example at Tr = 0.2. Further, the artifacts from the 

continuous and step modes are different and thus require different networks, likewise if 

extracting spectral information [130] or thicknesses from THz pulses [131]. 

Figure 7-9 also shows that the SSIM of step-mode has a superior performance once 

the Tr becomes smaller. This is expected as it employs a two-stage adaptive sampling 

algorithm [83] that concentrates measurements where the THz-waveform has large 

amplitudes, whereas in continuous-mode our hardware cannot implement the equivalent 

motion. Therefore, it is inappropriate to do an exact comparison. Nevertheless, continuous 

mode offers substantially quicker acquisition rates. The total measurement time for step-

mode is the time needed to acquire a single 2D-image and then move the ODU multiplied 

by the number of temporal-points we want to measure. The time needed to acquire a 2D-

image is determined by the number of spatial masks and the SLM switch-rate, and Figure 

7-9 we use 294 masks switched at a 5kHz rate thus we need 58.8ms to acquire a 2D-image. 

The time needed by our ODU to move is about 75ms, with 25ms due to software 

synchronization and 50ms due to acceleration and deceleration of the ODU. This creates 

a bottleneck in reducing the total acquisition time since reducing the time needed to 

acquire a 2D-image, by a quicker SLM or by projecting fewer masks, would not result in 

any meaningful improvement in the overall acquisition rate. This is why the continuous 

ODU mode is around 3 times quicker than step-mode, for the same Tr, the ODU needs 

more time to move than we need to measure. 
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Figure 7-10 SSIM value of our 3D images as a function of temporal under-sampling, with (a) and (b) being taken 
when the SLM switch-rate was 5 kHz and 1kHz respectively. 

7.4 Conclusions 

This work optimizes single-pixel THz cameras for time-domain measurements. We 

completely remove the time usually needed to instruct the ODU to move forward, which 

means only the system noise and THz-SLM switch rate limit the acquisition rate.  We use 

a neural network to improve the quality of our images and show it is possible to acquire 

a 32 ×32 THz image over an 10ps temporal-interval, with 100 frames under 3 seconds, 

about ten times faster than commercial raster-scanning based THz-TDS imaging systems. 

The most interesting aspect of this work is that there is no inherently expensive 

equipment involved and the potential of achieving faster acquisition is restricted by noise 

and not equipment capabilities. Future work will focus on explorations of introducing 

more DL methods into THz technique and optics design for more specific applications such 

as skin imaging. 
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8 Conclusions and future work 

In this thesis, we introduce THz devices and algorithms to improve the THz-TDS 

performance and extend the applications of THz techniques. Chapters 3 and 4 are related 

to our novel design and fabrication of THz devices, we propose spatial phase shifters and 

modulators based on LC to realize the manipulation of the amplitude and phase of the 

THz beam with excellent performance. In chapter 5 to 7, we think about improving the 

THz-TDS performance through better design of the processing algorithms. In this way, 

we introduce genetic algorithms to realize adaptive sampling for the improvements of the 

sampling speed, machine learning methods for the spectrum classification and novel 

designed neural network for rapid imaging of pulsed THz radiation.   

The key findings and the future work are summarized and listed as follows: 

1. In chapter 3, a programmable THz spatial phase shifter based on a grating 

electrode-controlled LC has been fabricated and tested. The results show the good 

spatially varying phase shift capacity of the designed LC device. Two applications 

of the beam steering and adjustable focal length have been demonstrated, which 

have great potential in THz imaging and spectroscopy.  A thicker LC layer or 

vertical shifter array will be further applied to increase the phase modulation 

depth in the future. The structure to improve the recovery speed will be added 

into the design in the future. 

2. In chapter 4, we demonstrate a LC based THz modulator with novel designed 

structure. The key findings in this chapter can be summarized as two aspects. 

Firstly, the intensity modulation. By fixing the incident angle at 27.7 0, 99.6 % 

modulation depth is realized for the range from 0.2 to 1.6 THz. Continuous 

intensity modulation is also achieved by applying a z directional electric field 

using safe voltages.  The second finding is the quarter wave conversion. Fixing 
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the incident angle at 30 0, the device could transfer the 45 0 linear input to circular 

polarization over the broad range from 0.4 to 1.8 THz with the phase dispersion 

less than 8 degree at switch on state. In the switch off state, the device outputs a 

200 linear polarized light.  A few optimizations can be tried in the future work to 

further improve the performance of the device. In terms of the power consumption, 

this can be reduced by using a higher resistivity silicon wafer or reducing the size 

of the wafer. Further, the length of the gap between 2 electrodes can be decreased 

as long as it is larger than the spot size of the THz beam. By doing this, lower bias 

voltage can provide the same electric field strength.   

3. In chapter 5, we proposed a genetic algorithm based optimization method for 

adaptively and fast sampling in THz-TDS systems. The cluster feature of THz 

pulse indicates the achievement of using much fewer sampling points than 

traditional step scan to accurately acquire a signal by interpolation. In detail, our 

approach firstly assigns different sampling points to the equally separated 

sampling regions based on their information density.  Then the GA optimizes the 

sampling points distribution. The signal is sampled again by the given optimized 

distribution with a long integration time to provide a high SNR. Both reflection 

geometry and transmission geometry have been set up for evaluating the method 

performance. The reflection measurement of pure water shows that the sampling 

speed can be greatly improved with fewer data points distributed in the adaptive 

scan, and meanwhile provides a much higher accuracy than the traditional step 

scan using the same number of sampling data points. The characterization of the 

refractive index and absorption coefficient further indicates that the 200 points 

adaptive scan can achieve nearly the same accuracy with the measurement four 

times faster than the step scan. The transmission measurements of lactose also 

prove promising accuracy compared to results from the traditional step scan while 
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fewer than a quarter of sampling points are used. The efficiency and high-speed 

sampling property would benefit many applications which require a fast data 

acquisition rate. For instance, explorations into fast variation processes like skin 

occlusion observation or perovskite degradation process[92][93], or THz raster-

scan imaging to reduce the time cost and ensure high image quality. The proposed 

approach has no extra hardware cost, thus it can be easily implemented in 

different THz-TDS systems. Future work would be applying this method into THz 

sing-pixel imaging to further improve the sampling speed and realize fast real-

time THz imaging.  

4. In chapter 6, we proposed the application of SVM and DNN methods for 

classifying glucose and lactose THz spectra under various imperfect measurement 

conditions. The introduced disturbance factors of different concentrations, 

thicknesses, frequency resolutions, alignments and blocking simulate non-ideal 

detection environments in practical applications. The parameters in the 

algorithms are finely adjusted to achieve a high accuracy and generalization 

ability. The experimental results show a testing accuracy of 99% for the SVM 

method and 89.6% for the DNN method. As the training is done offline, the testing 

is very fast for both methods and requires very small computational resource, thus 

instant classification can be achieved. In our current experiment, due to the 

relatively small amount of the data (372), DNN has a lower performance than the 

SVM. The performance of the DNN is expected to be further improved if more 

independent training data measured under different conditions can be provided. 

Both the proposed SVM and DNN methods can be adaptively extended to many 

other types of samples that exhibit fingerprint features in the THz range. The 

promising experimental results demonstrate the capability of accurately 

classifying different THz spectra measured in complicated environments. As a 
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proof of concept, transmission was used in this work to straightforwardly 

characterize the sample characteristic absorptions. The actual application of 

material recognition could be more feasibly conducted in a reflection mode. In this 

case, the reflectivity is mainly determined by the refractive index. Materials with 

fingerprint absorptions also exhibit feature in their refractive index, thus the 

proposed method can also be applied. In conclusion, the proposed technique offers 

an efficient solution for material recognitions in unpredictable and non-ideal 

situations, which is in high demand for various potential applications of THz 

spectroscopy, especially in the field of security.  

5. This work in chapter 7 optimizes single-pixel THz cameras for time-domain 

measurements. We completely remove the time usually needed to instruct the 

ODU to move forward, which means only the system noise and THz-SLM switch 

rate limit the acquisition rate.  We use a neural network to improve the quality 

our images and show it is possible to acquire a 32 ×32 THz image over an 10ps 

temporal-interval, with 100 frames under 3 seconds, about ten times faster than 

commercial raster-scanning based THz-TDS imaging systems. The most 

interesting aspect of this work is that there is no inherently expensive equipment 

involved and the potential of achieving faster acquisition is restricted by noise and 

not equipment capabilities. Future work will focus on explorations of introducing 

more deep learning methods into THz techniques and optics design for more 

specific applications such as skin imaging. 

Besides the above findings and improvements, there are still lots of work and 

challenges ahead waiting for us to address!  I will keep focusing on the THz field 

and do my best to contribute to the development of THz technology.  I hope the 

advances reported in this thesis will encourage more researchers to devote 

themselves into this filed and benefit society and people as soon as possible. 
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